Introduction

Dear Renault-Fan,

Jan Erhartitsch
Publisher

first I would thank you for the feedback for the first international
issue last year and i wonna say „SORRY“ to all, because i don´t
find the time last year to release a second international issue.
Now appear the national and the international issues quarterly,
that let me more time to make each issue.
I hope you all started in the new season and there will be again
much to see at the various meetings.
In this issue there are now over 100 pages and I hope the content will find a variety of readers.
I also hope you like the new, revised layout of the journal.
Many new models like the Captur, the new Scenic, the new Kangoo and new Clio GT 120 EDC can be found under the title themes.
The first Club Presentation comes from Argentina - The CRF Club Renault Fuego - thanks and greetings to Sebastiàn Grasso.
With the "SunCar Kamouh" by Werner Hautz and the "Megane
Red Black Beauty" by Sandro Maus are also two cars from the
Renault Scene here in the journal.
But enough from me, I wish you a wonderful season and now
enjoy reading. And do not forget i like to get feedback from my
readers to get the journal better in the future.

Jan Erhartitsch
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Renault Facebook pages celebrate 5 million fans
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Having started out in the social networks and new communication channels in
2009, Renault is today celebrating its five millionth Facebook fan.

and Turkey).
Renault’s determination to sustain close ties with web users
and meet their expectations is
ingrained in the company’s
DNA.

-Renault is very involved in the
web and social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube and Flickr).
-Renault on Facebook has a
“global” international page, 10
theme pages and 50 “country”
pages.
-We use this strong web presence to bring our fans exclusive content and organize live
discussions with them.

Examples of the exclusive
content we offer to our fans:

Renault opened its first Facebook page in September 2009.
Alongside its international
page, Renault has boosted its
profile with ten theme pages
featuring targeted information
for a range of fan bases –
sports, heritage, and electric
vehicles – and 50 country-specific pages (including Brazil

- On-request photo sessions at
shows and major brand events
- Weekends with new Renault
products, such as the “Win a
Twizy Weekend” competition
- After-sales advice
- Fun apps presenting our new
models, including the “Macadam Fever” game, which is
making its return in a new version on our international Facebook page
Renault Facebook facts:
- Nearly 1.5 million fans on the
Renault Brazil page
- 4,200 new fans every month
on the international page, facebook.com/Renault

- Our fans’ favorite subjects are
the brand’s products (notably
the Renault Sport range), design, history and heritage (old
models including Alpines).
Commenting, Mouna Sepehri,
Executive Vice President, Office of the CEO, said: “I am delighted about celebrating our
five million fans. Since we
started out on the social networks three years ago, the increase in our fan base has
reflected both the explosion in
the audience of this media and
the enthusiasm for our brand
and our new products (the Z.E.
range, New Clio IV). The social
networks have become a
major communication platform
and a significant lever for developing close relationships
with our customers and prospects. Facebook enables us
to keep up a conversation with
our fans around the world.”
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Vincent FRAPPREAU

Reveal concept-car Renault-Ross Lovegrove

Renault and Ross Lovegrove
will unveil a concept-car at
the Triennale of Milano April
8th at 12:00, a new creation
that underline Renault’s Design strategy.
Renault and Lovegrove Studio
collaboration to explore new
design languages. By examining nature, its systems and
energy transactions this project

intends to bring awareness
and understanding of those
phenomena and their current
impact.
Working with contemporary
computational design, Ross
Lovegrove and his studios intension is to reveal natures underlying blueprints and transfer
them into a new design
language.

The concept-car will be on exhibition at the Triennale of
Milan from April 9th to 14th.
More about the concept-car
can you read in the next Issue
in June.
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Christophe DEVILLE
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Monte-Carlo historique: 5 berlinettes to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the AlpineRenault’s one-two-three finish in 1973

-Renault Classic to contest the
Rallye Monte-Carlo Historique
for third straight year.
-The 2013 Rallye Monte-Carlo
Historique provides a first class
opportunity to celebrate the
40th anniversary of Alpine-Renault’s one-two-three finish on
the real thing in 1973. That triumph, led by Jean-Claude Andruet and his lady co-driver
‘Biche’, paved the way for Alpine-Renault’s Manufacturers’
crown at the end of the inaugural World Rally Championship
in 1973.
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revival of the Alpine brand, as
announced in November 2012.
-The event starts on January
27 in Reims, France, and ends
in Monaco on February 1.
Renault Classic will be out in
force for the 16th Rallye
Monte-Carlo Historique with a
field of no fewer than five Alpine-Renault A110 Berlinettes.
The team’s start-studded crew
line-up features:

-Five Alpine A110 Berlinettes
have been entered by Team
Renault Classic with a driver
line-up that includes the winner
of the 1973 Rallye MonteCarlo, as well as Jean Ragnotti, Jean Vinatier and Alain
Serpaggi.

- N°01: Jean-Vinatier / JeanFrançois Jacob (A110 1300)
- N°15: Carlos Tavares / Jean
Pascal Dauce (A110 1300)
- N°18: Jean-Claude Andruet /
‘Biche’ (A110 1600S)
- N°21: Alain Serpaggi / JeanPierre Prévost (A110 1300)
- N°36: Jean Ragnotti / Francis
Mercier (A110 1800 groupe 4)

-This entry also celebrates the

Team Renault Classic’s five

crews will start from Reims,
France, on Sunday, January
27. The route visits French
towns Valence and Gap en
route to the finish in Monaco
on February 1.
Renault’s participation in this
event for the third year running
is a fitting opportunity to celebrate the brand’s numerous
wins and successes in 1973,
including:
- Victory for Andruet/Biche on
the Rallye Monte-Carlo.
- A one-two-three finish for Alpine-Renault on the Rallye
Monte-Carlo.
- The World Rally Championship Manufacturers’ title for Alpine-Renault.
The participation of these five
Berlinettes also coincides with
Renault’s recent, long-awaited
announcement of the Alpine
brand’s revival last November.

About the drivers
Jean VINATIER (co-driver:
Jean-François JACOB)
Jean Vinatier was Renault’s
first factory driver. He drove for
the make from 1964 until 1971
and his principal victories include the 1964 Tour de Corse
in a Renault 8 Gordini. He also
won the French Rally Championship in 1969 driving an Alpine A110.
- Record:
1953 - 1st Sport 500 class, Bol
d’Or (Citroën 2CV Barquette)
1958 - 1st, Trophée Total
1959 - 1st touring car class,
Rallye Côte d'Ivoire (Renault
Dauphine), 2nd touring car
class, Mille Miglia (Renault
Dauphine)
1964 - 1st, Tour de Corse (Renault 8 Gordini)
1965 - 1st, Rallye Lyon-Charbonnières (Renault 8 Gordini),
2nd, San Marino Rally (Renault 8 Gordini)
1966 - 1st, Critérium des Cévennes (Alpine-Renault A110)
1967 - 1st in class, Le Mans 24
Hours (Alpine-Renault A210)
1968 - 1st, Coupe des Alpes,
Critérium des Cévennes, Rallye du Vercors-Vivarais and
Rally of Czechoslovakia (Alpine-Renault A110)
1969 - 1st, French Rally
Championship (Alpine A110)
Carlos TAVARES (co-driver:
Jean-Pascal DAUCE)
Carlos Tavares has been Renault’s Chief Operating Officer
since 2011. His passion for
motorsport goes back a long
way (for 30 years) and he is
especially respectful of Alpine’s
rich heritage. The presence of

Carlos Tavares in the Team
Renault Classic line-up, in a
private capacity, will help to
deepen his understanding of
the Alpine brand’s DNA.
- Record
1997 - 1st, French Touring Car
Championship (Class 2)
1998 - 1st, French Touring Car
Championship (Class 2)
1999 - 6th, French Touring Car
Championship (Class 1)
2000 - 2nd, French Touring
Car Championship (Class B)
2001 - 3rd, French Touring Car
Championship (Promotion category)
2002 - 2nd, French Circuit Racing Championship (Group A)
2003 - 2nd, French Circuit Racing Championship (Groups A
and D)
2004 - 1st, French Circuit Racing Championship (Group A)
2005 - 1st, Modern V2V Sprint
Championship (Group A)
2006 - 3rd, Euroboss Masters
2007 - 1st, Euroboss Masters
2008 - 4th, Euroboss Masters
2009 - 2nd, Euroboss Masters
2010 - 2nd, Euroboss Masters
2011 - 3rd, Boss GP Formula
2012 - 4th, Euro Boss Formula
Jean-Claude ANDRUET (codriver: ‘BICHE’)
Jean-Claude Andruet jumped
to fame after claiming the Critérium des Aspirants prize in
1965 driving a Renault 8 Gordini. The following year saw
him compete in France’s
‘Coupe Gordini’ in addition to a
programme of rallies and circuit races.
- Record:
1967 - Joined the Alpine-Renault factory team.

Competed chiefly behind the
wheel of a 1300 GT and collected a number of top finishes
and group wins in events like
the Coupe des Alpes, Critérium
des Cévennes and Rallye du
Mont-Blanc, etc.
Winner of the Shell Challenge
at the end of the season.
1968 - 1st, French Rally
Championship, Tour de Corse,
Rallye du Mont-Blanc, etc. (Alpine-Renault).
1st, - Le Mans 24 Hours ‘Performance Index’ with JeanPierre Nicolas (Alpine
1,000cc).
1970 - 1st, European Rally
Championship.
1972 - 1st, Tour de Corse, Rallye Lyon-Charbonnières and
Ronde Cévenole.
1973 - 1st, Rallye Monte-Carlo
(Alpine Renault)
Part of Alpine-Renault’s World
Rally Championship-winning
team.
Alain SERPAGGI (co-driver:
Jean-Pierre PREVOST)
- Record:
1970 - 4th, French Formula
Renault Championship
1971 - 2nd, French Formula
Renault Championship
1972 - 1st, European Formula
3 Championship (Alpine-Renault)
1973 - 2nd, French Formula 3
Championship
1974 - 1st, European 2-litre
Prototype Drivers’ Championship (Alpine-Renault), 8th,
Monza 1,000km (Ligier-Maserati) Formula 2 (ELF 2 BMW)
1975-1995 - Driver and development driver with Alpine
1985 - 1st, French Division 2
Rally Championship (Renault 5
Turbo Tour de Corse)
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Monte-Carlo historique: 5 berlinettes to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the AlpineRenault’s one-two-three finish in 1973

Plus participations in the Le
Mans 24 Hours in 1968 (Alpine
A210), 1969 (Alpine A210),
1973 (Ferrari Daytona), 1974
(Ligier-Maserati) and 1989
(ALD-Cosworth).
Jean RAGNOTTI (co-driver:
Francis MERCIER)
Jean Ragnotti is a long-serving
ambassador for Renault and is
particularly loved by the public
for the quality of his approach
to motor sport.
- Record:
1969 - 1st in group, Tour de
Corse
1970 - 2nd, French Rally
Championship
1971 - 1st (Group 2), Rallye
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Monte-Carlo
1975 - 2nd, European Formula
Renault Championship
1977 - 1st, French Rallycross
Championship (Alpine A310
V6)
1978 - 2nd, Rallye MonteCarlo (Group 2 R5 Alpine), 4th,
Le Mans 24 Hours (Alpine
A442)
1980 - 1st, French Rally
Championship (R5 Alpine and
R5 Turbo)
1981-1982 - 1st, Tour de Corse
(R5 Turbo)
1984 - 1st, French Rally
Championship (R5 Turbo)
1985 - 1st, Tour de Corse,
Ypres 24 Hours and Tour de
France (Maxi 5 Turbo)
1987 - 2nd, Drivers’ World
Rally Championship (R11
Turbo)

1988 - 1st, French Super Touring Car Championship (R21
Turbo 4x4)
1990 - 1st, French Group N
Rally Championship (R5 GT
Turbo)
1991 - 1st, French 2-litre/2WD
Rally Championship
1992 - 2nd, French Rally
Championship
1993 - 1st, French 2-litre Rally
Championship
1994 - 1st, French 2-litre Rally
Championship
1995 - 1st, Rallye Monte-Carlo
(two-wheel drive class)
Renault thanks Elf, Michelin
and Tissot, Renault Classic
Team’s official partners.
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Aurélie JEGOU
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2013 Rétromobile Show: passionate people and some extraordinary Renault vehicles…

-Renault will take advantage of
this month’s Rétromobile Show
(February 6-10) in Paris (Porte
de Versailles), France, to display some of the extraordinary
vehicles that have marked its
history.
-To kick off the model’s 20th
anniversary celebrations, Renault Twingo will be under the
spotlight with a display of three
one-off specials, including one
revisited by fashion designer
Jean-Charles de Castelbajac.
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theme of "Passionate People
and Extraordinary Vehicles".
The exceptional vehicles on
display will enable visitors to
look back at the French make’s
115-year history, with exhibits
including three Renault Twingo
specials as part of the model’s
20th anniversary celebrations.

-The 2013 Rétromobile Show
will also see Renault Classic
announce the creation of the
Fédération Française des
clubs Renault et Alpine, as well
as the launch of a new website, www.renaultclassic.com.

The show will also provide Renault with an opportunity to
highlight the ties it enjoys with
its owner clubs with the official
launch of the www.renaultclassic.com website, which has
been online since last November, plus that of thenew Fédération Française des Clubs
Renault et Alpine. These two
projects are the fruit of close
consultation with the clubs in
2011 and 2012.

Renault will once again be particularly active at the Rétromobile Show in Paris, France
(February 6-10) based on the

Visitors to Renault Classic’s
700-square metre stand will be
able to admire the following vehicles:

-Three Renault Twingo specials: ‘Lecoq’ and ‘Coupe’ versions, plus fashion designer
Jean-Charles de Castelbajac’s
‘Cabinet of Curiosity’ take on
the model.
-11 vehicles, including some
loaned by clubs, which tell a
special story or which are particularly rare, from the Victoria
Rothschild of 1913 and a V8
Alpine A220, to a 1913 road
sweeper, a 1937 Nerva Grand
Sport and the RS01 Formula 1
car.
Creation of the Fédération
Française des Clubs Renault
et Alpine
Following talks with some 50
representative European clubs,
it has been decided to extend
the idea of national federations
for Renault and Alpine clubs in
order to streamline their relationships not only with Renault,

but also with each other.
Based on similar organisations
in Germany (D’ARC) and the
Netherlands (SAeRIN), the Fédération Française des Clubs
Renault et Alpine (FCRA) will
be officially launched at the
2013 Rétromobile Show.
The chief aim of the Fédération
Française des clubs Renault et
Alpine is to streamline communications and to promote synergies between Renault and
its fans, as well as between
Renault and Alpine enthusiasts
themselves.
This federation’s member
clubs will benefit from a flexible
structure with a permanent office which is respectful of the
existing organisation. Member-

ship is free and clubs will benefit from Renault’s support
and exchanges with other national federations. The supervisory board will include Renault
representatives to ensure that
feedback from clubs is channelled more easily to Renault.
It will also guarantee a more
efficient flow of information
from Renault to the clubs.
Clubs will be able to organise
joint operations and take part
in events restricted to federation members. A newsletter will
be introduced.

-Visits to Renault Classic’s restoration workshops in Flins,
France.
-Guided museum tours.
-Special operations at World
Series by Renault meetings
(WSR).
2.Preferential rates for certain
Renault Sport Enthusiast
Days.
3.Preferential rates for the issuing of vehicle conformity certificates.

Other advantages for member clubs include:

4.Priority participation at
events organised by Renault
Classic (e.g. Le Mans Classic).

1. The creation of Renault
Classic Enthusiast Days for
member clubs…

5.Support in the form of resources for the main event organised by each club.
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2013 Rétromobile Show: passionate people and some extraordinary Renault vehicles…

Vehicles on display on the
Renault Classic stand
Renault Twingo ‘Lecoq’
(1995): This luxury version ofTwingo is the work of the prestigious coachbuilder André
Lecoq, a man of passion and
an admirer of Renault. This
one-off Twingo is his way of
paying tribute to the brand and
takes its inspiration from the
celebrated make Bugatti.
Renault Twingo Coupe
(1995): This coupe version of
Twingo was produced by the
equally passionate Christian
Contzen. Different prototypes
were made with either 1.6
135hp or 2.0 150hp engines,
including the blue car on display.
Presidential Renault Twingo
(2012): During the build-up tolast year’s presidential elections in France, the fashion
designer Jean-Charles de Castelbajac produced a “republican artist’s” take on Twingo,
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imagining it as a presidential
car, adorned with the gold of
La République. The result
gives democratic motoring an
entirely new meaning!
Renault Nerva Grand Sport
(1937): In 1937, theNerva
Grand Sport was one of the
last big Renaults to be produced before the outbreak of
World War Two. The car on
display has just been restored
and is one of the few surviving
examples.
Six-wheel Renault Type MH
(1924): Renault introduced this
six-wheeler at the beginning of
the 1920s with a view to crossing the Sahara Desert and
thereby facilitating communications between Algeria and
French West Africa. It paved
the way for the African expeditions that were organised between 1923 and 1925.
Renault Type DM road sweeper (1913): This surprising Renault road sweeper dates back

to 1913 and is a precursor of
today’s modern urban street
cleaning vehicles.
Renault Type DG Victoria
Rothschild (1913): Built on a
1913 chassis, this Rothschildbodied car was made for the
Egyptian dignitary Abou Shanab Fadah.
Renault Frégate Limousine
(1957): This unique Renault
Frégate was converted into an
extended limousine for Général De Gaulle. Although it never
formed part of the official presidential fleet, it was still employed for the transport of
VIPs, including Général Eisenhower during a visit to Paris.
Renault RS01 Formula 1 car
(1978): This car was the first to
be raced by Renault in the Formula 1 World Championship. It
would revolutionise the world
of F1 by introducing turbo technology and paved the way for
Renault’s 11 world titles.

Renault 8 ‘Landon’ (1963): In
the spring of1963, Renault decided to market a sporty derivative of the Renault 8. The
brief for this car essentially
concerned its top speed (“at
least 155kph”), plus the need
to keep additional costs to a
minimum. The prototype produced by François Landon and
his team was turned down in
favour of the version developed by Amédée Gordini.
Alpine-Renault A110*: This is
one of the five cars that contested the recent Rallye
Monte-Carlo Historique. They
were entered for the event by
Renault Classic Team to celebrate the 40th anniversary of
Alpine-Renault’s historic onetwo-three finish on the 1973
Monte-Carlo, as well as to
mark the revival of the Alpine
brand which was officially announced on November 5,
2012.
Renault 4CV 1063 (1952):
This car comes from a privately-owned collection. Only 80
R1063s were ever produced
and this sporty version of the
4CV is the sole surviving
example of the cars that were

prepared by the factory competitions department. It raced
at Le Mans in 1952 and 1953,
contested the 1953 Rallye
Monte-Carlo, finished third on
the 1954 Mille Miglia and was
second on the Liège-RomeLiège.
Renault Alliance Cabriolet
(1986): This car, which also
comes from a privately-owned
collection, was made in the
USA. Its former owner nicknamed it ‘Eddie’ and asked for it
not to end its life as scrap. It
was shipped to Europe from
California in June 2009 and
type approved in July 2010.
‘Eddie’ still features the specific
equipment that was necessary
to comply with American legislation.
Alpine Renault A220: This
outstanding A220 is another
car that belongs to a private
collection. It is one of the only
two surviving V8-engined prototypes developed by Alpine
for endurance racing in the
1960s.
* In addition to the strong showings of the Team Renault
Classic cars, other Alpines se-

cured enviable results on the
16th Rallye Monte-Carlo Historique, including a resounding
triumph for the brand thanks to
outright winners Gérard Brianti/Sébastien Chol (Group 4
Alpine A110 1800) and second-placed Jean-Pierre Coppola/Olivier Sussiot
(four-cylinder Alpine A310). Alpine’s one-two finish in the
Principality couldn’t have been
better timed since it comes just
months after the announcement of the brand’s revival.
Final positions (Team Renault Classic):
Jean-Claude Andruet/’Biche’
(N°18 A110 1600S): 24th
Alain Serpaggi/Jean-Pierre
Prévost (N°21 A110 1300):
72nd
Carlos Tavares/Jean Pascal
Dauce (N°15 A110 1300): 76th
Jean Ragnotti/Francis Mercier
(N°36 Group 4 A110 1800):
165th
Jean-Vinatier/Jean-François
Jacob (N°01 A110 1300):
237th
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Aurélie JEGOU / Jean-Jacques
DELARUWIERE
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A five-star Euro NCAP rating for ZOE puts Renault’s Z.E. range at the very top, too!

Renault ZOE has been awarded a five-star rating following
the passive safety tests carried
out by Euro NCAP, despite the
harsher noting system introduced by this independent body
in January 2013. The score
achieved by ZOE provides further evidence of Renault’s expertise in the realm of passive
safety.
Renault ZOE obtained an overall score of 82 percent (including the maximum rating for
pedestrian safety) and consequently figures among the very
best models in its segment.
In addition to this formal recognition, Renault ZOE is an eloquent ambassador of the
Fix4sure system and delivers
reassuring dynamics thanks to
its precise, responsive chassis.
As an electric vehicle, it is
equipped with a system that
provides an audible warning of
its approach. The sound emitted was developed in association with organisations for blind
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and visually-impaired people.

Adult occupant protection

Renault ZOE’s safety performance is amply comparable
with that of an internal combustion-engined vehicle, confirming its status as a genuine
car.

In a head-on impact, Renault
ZOE’s front occupants are protected by two high-efficiency
airbags, as well as seat cushion airbags, along with seat
belts equipped with pretensioners and load limiters set at
400daN.

A holistic approach for optimal protection of all occupants
Renault ZOE shares the same
platform as New Clio, so it was
only normal for it to target the
same high level of safety as
the celebrated internal combustion-engined supermini. To
achieve this result, Renault
has developed solutions that
take on-board its extensive research into real-world accidents and driving behaviours
to ensure the protection of all
occupants. To guarantee even
more effective protection, its
electronic architecture was designed to ensure that its latestgeneration protective systems
are triggered extremely quickly.

At the rear, all seats are equipped three three-point seat
belts, plus load limiters for the
two outer seats.
Meanwhile, Fix4sure technology is a Renault innovation
that has been developed to
combat submarining (whereby
passengers slide beneath their
seat belt in a head-on impact).
All Renault ZOE’s occupants
are protected against this phenomenon thanks to a special
hump in each seat cushion, as
well as by the low position of
the seat belt buckles, along
with seat cushion airbags for
the driver and front passenger.

Because the sides of a car benefit from relatively less protection, side-on impacts are a
frequent cause of fatal injuries,
but specific work has produced
spectacular results to achieve
the maximum score of eight
points. To respond up to twice
as quickly, Renault ZOE features two side-impact detection
sensors (in the front doors and
at the foot of the B-pillars). A
specific algorithm adjusts the
speed at which the new-generation head-thorax airbags are
deployed to match the severity
of the impact.
Combined with the results of
the pole and rear impact tests,
this score helped Renault ZOE
to obtain 32 points from a possible 36 for adult protection,
which is one of the best results
ever obtained in the small car
segment.
Child protection
Thanks to the overall design of
its structure and the availability
of three-point Isofix child seat
anchorage for the front passenger seat and outer rear
seats, Renault ZOE’s child protection rating figures among
the very best in the B segment
with a score of 39 points out of
a possible 49, despite the fact
that the evaluation procedure’s
severity has been stepped up.

Renault ZOE: segment leader for pedestrian protection
The front end of ZOE was designed to minimise injury to pedestrians. The bumper has no
salient edges, while the lower
part of the windscreen, which
is traditionally very rigid, was
designed to reduce the risk of

injury in an impact. Meanwhile,
the height of the bonnet is raised in order to accommodate a
crumple zone between the
structure and the uppermost
parts of the engine. Thanks to
a score of 24 points out of 36,
Renault ZOE has emerged as
the best car in its class in
terms of pedestrian protection,
too.
Safety in its genes… plus
equipment
Renault ZOE is equipped with
cruise control and a speed limiter as standard, as well as audible and visual seat belt
reminder warnings for all
seats, plus ESC. It was awarded the maximum score of
eight points for this part of the
evaluation process, again despite the increased severity of
the criteria employed.
A pragmatic approach and
real engagement
Renault’s approach to safety is
founded on a detailed study of
actual accidents and real world
safety with a view to proposing
products that correspond with
the realities on the road, including the incorporation of safety
equipment as standard from
the very first equipment level.
The priorities consequently
focus on the development of
the most efficient technologies
to a) prevent an accident happening in the first place, b) ensure that corrective action can
be taken in unexpected situations and c) protect passengers
when an impact does occur.
Renault’s holistic approach
does not boil down to just one
equipment feature or technology. Over the years, Renault
has emerged as a benchmark

for automotive safety and this
is also mirrored in the results
its models have secured in
media ratings.
When it comes to active safety,
the qualities of the chassis,
combined with auto-adaptive
digitalisation of the vehicle’s
dynamics, permit emergency
situations to be detected with
precision. The ABS and ESC
functions, which are both standard, are even more efficient
and are triggered at just the
right moment to prevent jarring. The emergency brake assist function is incorporated in
an electronic control unit/hydraulic unit.
Last but by no means least,
work on ergonomics means
that drivers are able to concentrate on the road ahead. For
greater comfort, the legibility of
instruments has been designed to be particularly clear and
graphical. Renault ZOE also
benefits from modern driving
aids such as advanced navigation, voice commands for certain functions with the R-Link
multimedia system, the automation of tasks such as headlight and windscreen wiper
activation, plus rear parking
sensors and even a reversing
camera for certain versions. All
versions of Renault ZOE are
equipped with Bluetooth® telephony.
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Bruno HERNANDEZ
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Renault and Alain Prost extend partnership

The Renault Group and fourtime Formula 1 world champion, Alain Prost, are delighted
to announce the prolongation
of their relationship for the coming year.
Alain Prost has been the Brand
Ambassador for Renault since
2012 and will take on an enlarged consultancy role within
Renault Sport F1 this year. In
addition to his current duties
promoting the brand in press
and marketing activities, the
Frenchman will assume an advisory role within the Renault
Sport F1 Executive Committee.
Within the scope of this role he
will attend a selection of races
over the year, plus events outside the F1 calendar, including
the World Series by Renault
and various other competition
activities.
Alain Prost and Renault have a
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long working history. Alain
Prost raced for the Equipe Renault Elf in the early part of his
F1 career, from 1981 to 1983.
Over this period he won nine
races, only missing the drivers’
title in 1983 by two points. He
resumed his relationship with
Renault in 1993 after joining
Williams. The Frenchman went
on to dominate the championship with seven wins, thus securing his fourth and final world
title.
Jean-Michel Jalinier, Renault
Sport F1 President and Managing Director, commented,
‘Alain’s experience of F1 personnel and politics combined
with his sharp intelligence and
retained enthusiasm for the
sport has already been of great
benefit as we consolidate our
position as an engine supplier
to four teams. We will continue
to draw on his knowledge this
year, particularly as we pre-

pare for the technical challenges of the 2014 engine regulations.’
Alain Prost added, ‘Renault
has a long history within F1
and everything it has done in
the sport has ultimately been a
success. Indeed I have achieved some of the greatest results of my career with Renault
power. Over the past year I
have seen that it has kept the
same passion and rigour for
F1, and it has stayed true to
these values as it prepares for
the new V6 power unit in 2014.
I will use my experience and
knowledge of the sport to advise on strategic and technical
challenges – it’s a very exciting
time for everyone and together
we represent very strong potential.’
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Aurélie JEGOU

2013 Seoul Motor Show Renault Samsung Motors energises its product range with
QM3 crossover

At the 2013 Seoul Motor Show,
from March 28 to April 7, Renault Samsung Motors unveils
its new urban crossover vehicle QM3.
With QM3, the small crossover
based on Renault Captur, RSM
widens its product range and
acquires a unique product for
the Korean market. Following
on the global success of SUVs
and the market shift towards
smaller cars, QM3 meets the
demands of young consumers
looking for alternatives to traditional B-segment vehicles.
“With this brand new concept,
urban crossover, we are bringing customers an attractive,
practical and innovative product. Renault Samsung QM3
combines in a single compact
vehicle the best of three
worlds: the sportiness of an

SUV, the convenient comfort of
an MPV and the driving pleasure of a hatchback,” said Laurens van den Acker, Senior
Vice President, Design, Renault Group.
The launch of QM3 in Korea is
planned for the second half of
2013.
About RSM :
Created in 2000, RSM (Renault Samsung Motors) has
established itself as a local, reliable, quality-driven brand positioned in the premium
segment. After ten years of
growth and development, RSM
had a difficult year in 2011,
with sales and profitability
plunging in a very competitive
market. Determined to counter
the competition and restore its
positioning, RSM launched a

Revival Plan in January 2012
that has begun to show results.
A major objective of the Revival Plan, the expansion of the
product range is now effective.
RSM now has a complete product line-up, as follows:
-QM3 small urban crossover
-SM3 compact sedan
-SM3 ZE 100% electric vehicle
-SM5 mid-sized sedan
-SM7 large sedan
-QM5 SUV
A spearhead brand of the Renault Group in the Asia-Pacific
region, RSM plays a leading
role in the Group’s internationalisation strategy and can
count on the full backing of
both Renault and Nissan.
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Rochelle CHIMENES
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Renault at the 2013 Goodwood Festival of Speed

This year’s Goodwood Festival
of Speed sees Renault following its substantial 2012 appearance with a celebration of
its highly successful, 35-year
long commitment to Formula 1,
the revival of the famous Alpine sports car brand and the
showcasing of an exciting
array of new road cars, including two yet-to-be-seen concept models. The event will be
held from 11th to 14th July in
the grounds of Goodwood
House, 60 miles south of London.
-Landmark vehicles from Renault’s sporting heritage include the 1978 RS01 that was
the first turbo F1 car, the sensational 1978 Le Mans-winning
Alpine A442B, the stylish 1977
Groupe 5 Alpine A310 rally car,
the enormous and extraordinary-looking 1926 Renault
40CV ‘des records’, a 1902
Renault Type K that was one
of the world’s earliest racing
cars, and the dramatic Renault
5 Maxi Turbo of 1984.
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-Making their UK debut at
Goodwood, and guaranteed to
draw crowds, will be two new
sports concept cars, one of
which will be 100% electric
-Besides these surprises Renault’s main Goodwood stand
will showcase the four examples of Renault RS27-powered
F1 cars from the 2013 championship, including the racewinning Lotus E21, the Red
Bull RB9, the Caterham CT03
and the Williams FW35, as
well as an array of exciting
new road cars. These include
the much-anticipated Clio Renaultsport 200 Turbo EDC, the
handsome new Renault Captur
crossover and the stylish Renault ZOE.
-Renault is bringing famous
drivers too, including legendary
four times F1-championship
winner Alain Prost, Monte
Carlo rally winner Jean Ragnotti, and Susie Wolff.

Goodwood: Racing through
time and a country house
garden
Renault has long been an enthusiastic participant in the
Goodwood Festival of Speed,
appearing on six consecutive
occasions from 2001 to 2006,
before making a comeback in
2012 after a five-year break.
The company’s 2013 appearance coincides with the 20th
anniversary of this now worldfamous and much-loved event,
and promises to be one of the
most eye-catching yet.
Held in the grounds of Goodwood House, an elegant and
historic country residence nestling amid England’s picturesque South Downs, the Festival
provides the startling sight of
racing cars charging through
its bucolic grounds, the
house’s driveway turned into a
dramatic, challenging and rather beautiful hillclimb venue.
Racing cars and Goodwood

have been synonymous for decades, the first motorsport
event occurring in 1936 when
the ninth Duke of Richmond organised a hillclimb through the
house’s grounds. World War 2
brought this pursuit to a close,
but also saw the construction
of a nearby airfield whose perimeter road would eventually
be turned into the famous
Goodwood circuit. The first
race was held in 1948 and the
last in 1966, and when the
Charles Gordon-Lennox, the
current Earl of March and a
major car enthusiast was prevented from reviving races at
the circuit, he decided to stage
his own Festival of speed in
the grounds of Goodwood
House. The first event attracted 30,000 visitors, and it
now draws 180,000, many
considering it the finest motoring event in Britain.
Besides the hillclimb there is
also a concours d’elegance, a
pavilion of concept cars and
technical exhibits of the future,
an air display, events for younger visitors and much more. A
highlight of the event remains
the paddock, where fans can
stand mere inches from some
of the most famous racing cars
in history and better still, meet
their drivers.
RENAULT – 115 years of history, underpinned with a unique commitment and
passion for Motor Sport
Renault has raced for almost
as long as the company has
been alive. In 1902 a Renault
Type K won its first victory in
the Paris-to-Vienna road race,
propelled by a four cylinder engine producing slightly more
than 40 horsepower. It beat the

more powerful Mercedes and
Panhard racers because they
broke down, proving very early
on that to finish first, first you
have to finish. In the same
year Renault patented the turbocharger, something it had
not forgotten when in 1977 it
was the first manufacturer to
race a turbocharged Formula
One car. The RS01 was initially nicknamed the ‘Yellow Teapot’ by amused rival teams, but
intensive development eventually saw it scoring fourth place
in the 1978 US Grand Prix,
and a pole position the following year. Within three years
of the Yellow Teapot’s arrival
most rival teams were also
using turbochargers.
Although today’s Renault
RS27-2013 engine is a normally aspirated V8, as required
by the regulations, from 2014 it
will be replaced by a highly advanced, downsized 1.6-litre
turbocharged V6 featuring a
pair of powerful energy recuperation systems that feed twin
electric motors. These include
an Energy Recovery System
(ERS-K) that harvests Kinetic
energy, and a second Energy
Recovery System (ERS-H) that
captures Heat. The aim is to
deliver the same power as the
2013 V8 engine delivers using
a V6 turbo and twin electric
motors, to use 40percent less
fuel.
Developing competitive power
outputs while using less fuel is
precisely the goal Renault is
striving for in the road car
world, the 2014 F1 rules perfectly matching a powertrain
strategy founded on the company’s unrivalled commitment
to electric motors, coupled to
the intensive development of

the internal combustion engine. The aim? Spectacular
fuel consumption, and major
CO2 efficiency gains. A drop of
fuel means as much on the
track as it does on the road,
and Renault’s expertise lies in
extracting the maximum
energy from it.
And this is why Renault participates in the most competitive
motorsport arena in the world.
What it learns from engine development feeds directly into
its road car programmes, both
by adopting F1 technologies
and by moving its engineers
between the two disciplines.
It’s a highly successful strategy
that has not only yielded 11 titles, 152 victories, 202 pole positions and 283 podiums during
the company’s current 35-year
participation in F1, but also a
long and impressive run of Renault road cars that sit at the
forefront of automotive technology. And reliability too, what
Renault has learnt from developing an F1 engine that revs
to 18,000rpm regularly for lapafter-lap, transferring directly to
its production engines.
Advanced engine technology
not only produces highly efficient performance, but also
road cars that make an exciting drive. Every Renault with
an Energy engine comes with
the thrilling power delivery of a
turbocharger, and has been
engineered by men and
women with a genuine passion
for cars. The same engineers
work in the disciplines of both
the race and road cars worlds,
and they don’t forget what they
know of one when they’re working in the other. Which is why
a strong vein of motorsport
DNA courses through the heart
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Renault at the 2013 Goodwood Festival of Speed

of every Renault, be it a classic
Alpine A310, a Renault 5GT
Turbo or today’s latest Clio and
Captur.
Excitement on the track
means excitement on the
road
Renault will showcase no less
than three major new models
at Goodwood this summer, including the much-anticipated
Clio Renaultsport 200 Turbo
EDC, the stylish new Captur
compact crossover and the revolutionary electric ZOE. Not
only that, but there will also be
two previously unseen, performance-oriented concepts on
show, one of which will be
100% electric.
Plenty of Goodwood Festivalgoers will make a beeline for
the latest Clio Renaultsport,
this hot hatch enjoying a legendary reputation for out-handling exotic machinery costing
vastly more. The latest version
– now 36kg lighter for an all-up
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weight of only 1204kg - sprints
to 62mph in a spectacular 6.7
seconds and will spear
143mph. A 200hp, direct-injection 1.6 turbo engine produces the power behind this
performance via a new sixspeed, paddle-shift, dual-clutch
transmission, which is supplied
with a fat 240Nm torque that
streams unabated from 16505500rpm. Three driving modes
- two of them reducing throttle
lag and raising the idle speed trick hydraulic compression
control shock absorbers that
blend a supple ride with extraordinary body control, an R.S.
diff and a Launch Control system ensure that this latest Renaultsport Clio will be even
more exciting than its illustrious predecessors. And yes,
there’s an optional, keenly priced Cup chassis option too.
Capturing eyes
Just as eye-catching is the Renault Captur, a new and particularly stylish supermini

crossover that combines the
high-set seating of an off-roader with the space and versatility of a small MPV, and the
handy manoeuvrability of a
small hatchback besides. An
athletic stance that positions
the wheels sportily close to the
bodywork, doors shaped to
prevent shoes and clothes
from getting muddy when you
step in and a colourful, high
quality interior finish underline
the attention to detail that characterizes this car. Handy features include optional
unzippable seat covers, a sliding rear seat, a multi-position
boot floor, and Renault’s new
R-link infotainment system.
Like the Clio, the Captur features turbocharged Energy engines, including a TCe 90 petrol
and dCi 90 diesel. This is also
a car that you can personalise.
Two-tone paint schemes, exterior graphics, light and dark interior trim themes and optional
highlights in grey, ivory,
chrome, orange, green or blue

give the interior an appealingly
distinctive character, as do
décor packs that coordinate
with the optional exterior graphics.
Like the new Clio and the ZOE,
the Captur is a striking car, and
Renault’s chief designer Laurens Van Den Acker will be appearing at this year’s
Goodwood Festival of Speed
to explain his already widely
admired design strategy for the
marque.
Electric Style
Just as distinctive as the
Captur is Renault’s stylish new
ZOE, an electric car that promises to attract new buyers to
this growing segment. With prices starting at only £13,650
after the government’s subsidy,
the ZOE is the most affordable,
purpose-designed electric car
on the market. It also has the

biggest range, which is officially homologated at 130 miles,
and has also been awarded
the full NCAP five stars for occupant protection. A five-door
hatchback of particularly appealing lines, the ZOE debuts
no less than six ‘world premiere’ features and carries 60
patents, all of them aimed at
enhancing its range, userfriendliness and connectivity.
A 65kW (88hp) electric engine
provides the ZOE with particularly strong low-speed acceleration thanks to its instant
220Nm of torque, while its top
speed is limited to 84mph. Recharging takes between 30 minutes and nine hours using
Renault’s patented Chameleon
charger, which is compatible
with both the fast-charging stations that provide a fast 30 minute charge, and a domestic
overnight supply.

ZOE is available in three trims
levels called Expression, Dynamique Zen and Dynamique
Intens, all three including the
Range OptimiZEr package that
provides regenerative braking,
a heat pump and Michelin
Energy E-V tyres, all three features contributing to the 130
mile NEDC range that, in real
world use, would be typically
around 90 miles in temperate
conditions. Battery pack rental
costs from just £70 a month,
and in combination with the
low cost of the energy required
to charge, makes the ZOE very
cheap to run. Renault has become the first car manufacturer
to offer a free domestic charging point with a new electric
car purchase. The free Single
Wall-box, supplied and installed by Renault’s preferred
electric vehicle charging partner, British Gas, is supplied
and installed free of charge to
ZOE customers.
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R-Link super-connectivity
Apart from their style, a common feature to the Clio Renaultsport 200 Turbo EDC, the
Captur and the ZOE is Renault’s innovative and hugely
useful new R-Link infotainment
system, which provides an impressive level of connectivity
for the drivers of these cars.
This multi-media tablet is also
available in the new Clio hatchback and the new Kangoo van
range too. Either fitted as standard or available for a very
reasonable £450, this impressive and attractive tool is designed to appeal to those with
an interest in new technologies, and equally, to be useful
and easily understood for
those that aren’t.
A key aim behind its design
has been to avoid the need to
use a small pile of portable devices to make phone calls or
listen to music while on the
move. So R-Link provides
Bluetooth telephony, naviga-
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tion, a radio, music streaming
and connectivity to music devices, as well as connection to a
series of vehicle-related services. Customers can tailor RLink to suit their particular
needs by subscribing to a variety of services – including
TomTomLive – and downloading as many as 50 apps. The
system itself is controlled by a
clear and intuitive touchscreen,
a set of steering wheel-mounted controls and a series of
voice commands to ensure
that the driver’s eyes remain
on the road. R-Link is one of
the most advanced and attractive infotainment systems
on the market, and one of the
most affordable too.
Some of its more unusual features include an app allowing
you to compare the prices of
the nearest 10 fuel stations, an
Eco-coaching programme, a
Yellow Pages search and when
the car is stationary, the ability
to tweet or play Sudoku. And
for drivers of electrically-pro-

pelled Renaults, it helps you
optimize your range, route and
battery charge, and can guide
you to the nearest charging
station using TomTom Z.E.
Live navigation.
Clean Energy
Leading-edge technology of a
different kind is to be found
under the bonnets of a variety
of Renaults featuring the latest
Energy engines, which harness technology developed on
track, on road and in the laboratory. Renault has now launched its ninth engine in the
Energy series with the Energy
TCe 130, which replaces the
1.4 TCe 130 engine, to be
available from April in the New
Mégane, the New Scenic and
the New Grand Scenic.
This down-sized, direct injection, variably valve-timed
1.2 litre turbo yields an impressive 130hp at 5000rpm and
205Nm of peak torque from a
low 2000rpm, to produce per-

formance equivalent to a normally aspirated 2.0 litre. More
than that, it generates fuel savings of between 15 and 20
percent depending on it application. A lively, smooth and
eager drive, it also features a
fuel-saving stop-start system
and in the Mégane hatchback,
achieves a combined consumption figure of 52.3mpg,
and CO2 emissions of just
124g/km.
Like all the Energy engines,
the TCe 130 features thermal
management systems, a variable displacement oil pump, a
turbocharger, diamond-like low
friction coatings for the cam
followers and graphite coatings
for the piston skirts, as with
Renault’s F1 engines. There
has been plenty of emphasis
on refinement too, noise reduced by up to 50 percent compared to the power units these
Energy engines replace. An
overarching goal of the Energy

engine programme is to reduce
Renault’s range CO2 emission,
and by the end of 2013 this
average is expected to fall
below 120g/km – an impressive result.
Alpine relaunch to scale new
heights
It’s 40 years since the Alpine
A110 sports car won the Monte
Carlo rally, and you can see
one of these compact, lowslung and strikingly beautiful
coupes on Renault’s main
Goodwood stand. Renault is
relaunching the famous marque with an ambitious programme that will see the
launch of an all-new model codeveloped with British sports
car maker Caterham in 2016,
as well as an exciting motorsport programme, kicking off
this year, that includes contesting the Le Mans 24 hour race
– which Alpine won outright in
1978 – and the European Le

Mans (ELM) race series. Alpine has contested the Le Man
24 hour race no less than 11
times between 1963 and 1978,
fielding a total of 55 cars over
the period with class wins and
victories in the Energy Index
and Performance Index categories on several occasions.
Alpine’s rebirth has already got
off to an excellent start, an
A110 winning the Monte Carlo
Classic rally earlier this year.
One of the five-car team was
an A110 co-driven by Renault
COO Carlos Tavares and
Jean-Pascal Dauce. For the
return to Le Mans Alpine has
joined forces with Signatech,
which will enter an Alpine
LMP2 chassis powered by a
500bhp Nissan engine for the
five rounds of the ELM series.
Photos: Renault UK Limited
Text: Mike Gale
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Michelin Clio Cup Series technical details revealed

Organisers of the Michelin Clio
Cup Series with Protyre, the
newly established saloon car
category which is intended to
provide a highly cost-effective
first step into competitive car
racing in the UK, are pleased
to reveal the latest technical
details and pricing for the roadto-racecar conversion kit.
Monster Sport Europe, which
is based in Milton Keynes, has
been named the exclusive supplier of the eagerly awaited kit
which will enable owners of
Clio Renaultsport 197 or Clio
Renaultsport 200 roadcars to
transform their machines to
track specification for just
£3,760.54, plus VAT.
With the addition of a Safety
Devices prefabricated Roll
Cage Protection System
(ROPS), available solely
through Renaultsport agent
Mark Fish Motorsport for £985
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plus VAT, drivers can have a
race-ready Clio for less than
£6,000, representing remarkable value.
“Our goal is to enable customers to race a road-car based
Clio Cup car that will deliver a
truly exciting and rewarding
competitive experience”, said
Michelin Clio Cup Series with
Protyre manager Simon North,
“It is not simply a road car with
a bolt-in roll cage, but a racer
developed to be as close to the
full racing Clio Cup car as possible.”
The comprehensive kit from
MSE includes Renaultsport
Technologies front and rear
suspension from the Clio Renaultsport R3 Access asphalt
rally car, Renaultsport branded
seat and steering wheel, seat
rail set, a HANS (Head and
Neck Support) device compatible safety harness, electric cut-

out switch and CAT-back exhaust.
It also features a Pipercross Air
Filter and bespoke adjustable
top mount conversion kit, competition clutch plate, Ferodo
brake pads, interior items such
as roll cage padding and
window net, bonnet pins, tow
hooks and a fire system with
extinguisher.
Built to FIA Appendix J, the
Roll Cage Protection System
from Michelin Clio Cup Series
with Protyre technical partner
Safety Devices is a multi-point
bolt-in roll cage which provides
the necessary level of protection required to go racing.
Should competitors require assistance, Mark Fish Motorsport
– a participant in Renault racing since the late 1970s – can
provide a ROPS fitting service.

In order to keep costs as controlled as possible, drivers
competing with converted Clio
Renaultsport 197 or Clio Renaultsport 200 roadcars will
race on Michelin Pilot Sport 3
treaded tyres – supplied by series partner and sponsor Protyre – while those racing in the
headline class in thoroughbred
racing Clios, as currently run in
the sister Renault UK Clio Cup
championship, will use Michelin ‘slicks’.
Full technical regulations are
available now from Grovewood
Sport Ltd – contact Michelin

Clio Cup Series manager
Simon North on 0203 179
1959 or email simon@grovewood.co.uk
Roll Cage Protection System
orders are being taken now
through Mark Fish Motorsport
for delivery in April. Mark Fish
can be contacted on 01279
431628 or by email to
mark@markfish.co.uk
To purchase the conversion kit,
contact Monster Sport Europe
on 01908 231170 or email
sales@monstersporteurope.com

Drivers who are registered for
the Michelin Clio Cup Series
with Protyre before Wednesday, 24th April will be entitled
to take part in that day’s official
Renaultsport test day at Snetterton, Norfolk, free of charge.
The first two races of the season will take place at Snetterton on 11th/12th May.

Photos: Renault UK Press Office
Text: Marc Orme
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Raikkonen and Pic amongst the Stars in Moscow
This weekend Kimi Raikkonen
and Charles Pic were the
headline acts in a very special
event co-organised by Renault:
the ‘Race of Stars’, a unique
activity staged in Moscow,
Russia.
Kimi and Charles, who drive
for the Renault-powered Lotus
F1 Team and Caterham F1
Team respectively, took to a
track covered entirely with ice
within Moscow’s Hippodrome,
which is usually reserved for
horse racing and other equestrian activities. The two competed in races organized in
conjunction with Za Rulem,
one of Russia’s most popular
automotive magazines, in specially adapted Renault Duster,
the all-terrain, lightweight 4x4
cars from the French marque,
and Logan cars.
The Race of the Stars is one of
the longest-running motor-
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sports events staged in Russia, with 23 editions to date.
The concept of the race is
simple; all competing drivers
(selected from various motorsport disciplines in Russia and
beyond) take part in qualifying,
after which the racers are divided into four test groups. After
four 15-minute semi finals, the
grand finale is a three-loop
sprint around the arena. The
winner of this event was then
pitted against Kimi and Charles
to decide the ultimate winner.

perience of driving on ice; and
not just from his days back in
Finland. The 2007 F1 drivers’
world champion competed in
the FIA World Rally Championship for two seasons, with entries into the Arctic and
Sweden rallies in 2010 and
2011. After showing impressive
form, the Iceman finished the
2011 Swedish rally in eighth
overall.

Some of the biggest names in
the discipline have competed
in the event, including fourtimes world champion Alain
Prost, F1 race winner David
Coulthard and Kimi’s teammate, Romain Grosjean – all of
whom have been powered, or
continued to be powered by
Renault, in their careers.

Speaking after the event, Kimi
Raikkonen said, ‘It was good to
be back on an ice track after a
while away. It made a change
from Barcelona and my regular
F1 car! You need a very different driving style on ice – you
have to be very smooth on the
throttle and brakes and feed
the steering in. But a small drift
can also be pretty fun… I enjoyed it, particularly seeing so

Kimi already has significant ex-

For Charles, this was his first
foray into ice driving.

many fans out here.’
Charles added, ‘I enjoyed the
day with Renault and it was
cool to be part of such a big
event. This was my first time
driving on ice and it was great
fun. I tried out the Renault

Duster, which was fitted with
snow tyres. It was an experience and tricky to find the grip
on the slippery surface. Then I
tried out the Logan with the
studded tyres and it was even
harder! It took a few laps to get
up to speed but once I got

used to it I enjoyed it. Thanks
to Renault and everyone who
came out in the cold to see the
event!’
Potos: Renault Sport
Text: Renault Sport
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New Clio R.S. 200 EDC : a chassis developed by the experts of Renault Sport

At the heart of Renault Sport’s
expertise, engineers have focused on the chassis performance. Their goal was to
improve the comfort, handling,
road holding and braking expected of a Renault Sport
model.
Philippe Mérimée (Chief Chassis Dynamics Engineer, Renault Sport Technologies)
explains: “We wanted to give
New Clio R.S. 200 EDC everything a driver might expect
from a hot hatch: minimal body
roll, huge straight-line and cornering potential, responsive
steering and high levels of
comfort that reflect the car’s
versatility.”
Front suspension: a pseudoMacPherson strut layout has
been retained with sturdier elements to increase stiffness in
the unit incorporating wheel,
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upright, bearings and damper.
A larger damper improves hydraulic performance and offers
a better compromise in terms
of comfort and body roll. Similarly, the front brakes rely on
proven technology with generous dimensions (320mm
discs, like the Laguna V6)...

per’s body. It’s a solution that
yields spectacular results in
terms of progressivity, comfort
and performance. Yet while the
idea looks simple on paper, the
technical reality is a little less
so and required all Renault
Sport Technologies’ engineering know-how.

Rear suspension: the thicker
anti-roll bar is 10 per cent stiffer than that on Clio III R.S....
and 60 per cent more so than
that on New Clio. Brake discs
measure 260mm. Irrespective
of conditions, New Clio R.S.
200 EDC blends sharp road
holding with an unusually high
degree of comfort that’s rare in
a car of such performance. Hydraulic compression control
plays a direct part.

Patented by Renault Sport
Technologies, the electronic
differential significantly improves New Clio R.S. 200 EDC’s
accelerative performance and
cornering grip. It also limits the
onset of understeer (the tendency for a car to push straight
ahead during hard cornering).
To achieve this, the system
constantly monitors the difference in rotational speed between the (driven) front wheels
and compares this with any difference between the two unpowered wheels at the rear. The
latter is always a valuable

The principle hinges on the incorporation of a secondary
damper within the main dam-

barometer, because the rear
wheels are independent and
each corners at an ideal rotational speed in relation to the
other.
As soon as there is too great a
speed difference between the
front wheels, it means one is
about to break traction. The
system detects as much and

the R.S. Diff deploys micro
braking on whichever front
wheel threatens to lose grip,
although engine torque is not
reduced. Note that this feature
intervenes before the ESC
traction control.

choice of two chassis. The optional Cup version is tailored
for even greater sporting performance: it is 3mm lower, 15
per cent stiffer and benefits
from a quicker steering rack.

As with all Renault Sport models, the New Renault Clio
R.S. EDC is available with a

Photos: Renault Sport
Text: Renault Sport
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Podium places for Renault Sport in the Canaries

The third leg of the European
Rally Championship, the Rally
Islas Canarias ‘El Corte Inglés’
took place in changeable weather conditions, though that did
not stop the Renault Sport
Technologies team from scoring maximum points in the
Production Cup and moving
straight to the top of the team
standings. Fifth in the final race
classification and first in the
2WD class, Germain Bonnefis
and Olivier Fournier were particularly impressive in showing
just what the Megane R.S. N4
can do on asphalt.
Though the shakedown took
place in bright sunshine, the
roads were wet by the time the
Renault Sport drivers began
the event, the island’s terrain
and unpredictable weather influencing their early decisions.
“Making the right tyre choice
wasn’t easy,” explained Robert
Consani. “The service park
was right by the sea, while the
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specials were held in the
mountains in the middle of the
island, at very high altitudes
and with quite a few slopes involved too. The conditions
changed from one moment to
the next and it was hard to predict what the weather was
going to do.”

unfamiliar and it was all a little
disorienting.”

Setting off on wets, Robert
Consani made an ideal start
nonetheless and slotted into
second place in the Production
Cup behind Andreas Aigner
and his four-wheel drive car.
Germain Bonnefis made the
most of the drying roads, finding more grip and gradually
picking up the pace.

The following day both Renault
Sport drivers matched Andreas
Aigner for pace without being
able to bridge the gap the Austrian had opened up on leg
one. Second and third in their
class, the Megane R.S. N4s
were also gaining ground fast
in the general classification.

“I’m happy I was able to acclimatise quickly because I’ve got
a lot to learn,” said the reigning
French Dirt Rally champion. “I
haven’t driven on asphalt in a
long time and it was also my
first rally in the Megane R.S.
N4 and only my second outside France. Everything was

As Friday afternoon unfolded
and the roads dried, Robert
Consani began to struggle on
his wet tyres and eventually relinquished second place in the
category to his team-mate.

Robert Consani suffered two
punctures in the day’s final
stage and though he slipped
down another place in the
overall standings, his troubles
did not preventing him from
stepping up on the Production
Cup podium behind Germain
Bonnefis.

Fifth overall, the Aveyron driver
caught the eye by keeping
pace with the frontrunners
throughout: “I’m very happy
with this result because we
went to great lengths to understand how the car was performing on what is unique terrain
and in difficult conditions. We
made progress all the way
through the rally and, for our
first time out, it’s very encouraging.”

and do even better the next
time.”

Gorczyca Renault Mégane
R.S. N4 2:36:28.6

Thanks to both drivers’ efforts,
Renault Sport Technologies
took an early lead in the Production Team Cup standings.
The next event on the team’s
schedule is the Tour de Corse
on 16-18 May.

Standing – Production Cup –
Drivers

“It’s mission accomplished,”
added Robert Consani. “We
lost time running on wet tyres
in the dry on Friday. After that
we were in a position to attack
and we even managed to post
some faster times than Aigner,
though it was impossible to
reel him in. I was pleasantly
surprised by Germain’s performances, and the rivalry between makes us want to go out

1. Jan Kopecky – Pavel Dresler Skoda Fabia S2000
2:24:30.9
…
4. Andreas Aigner – Jürgen
Heigl Subaru Impreza STI R4
2:31:21.7
5. Germain Bonnefis – Olivier
Fournier Renault Mégane R.S.
N4 2:33:01.9
…
9. Robert Consani – Thibaut

37 Rally Islas Canarias ‘El
Corte Inglés’ result

1. Jaroslav Orsak 42 points
2. Andreas Aigner 39 points
3. Beppo Harrach 38 points
4. Vytaudas Svedas 37 points
5. Katejan Katejanowicz 31
points
6. Germain Bonnefis 30 points
7. Robert Consani 24 points
Standing – Production Cup –
Teams
1. Team Renault Sport Technologies 43 points
1. Napoca Rally Academy 43
points
Photos: Renault Sport
Text: Renault Sport
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Renault powers Lotus F1 Team and Kimi Raikkonen to Australian Grand Prix victory

The Renault-powered Lotus F1
Team E21 of Kimi Raikkonen
has taken the first win of the
2013 season following a scintillating Australian Grand Prix.
The 2007 world champion
started from seventh on the
grid and used a clever pit stop
strategy to secure victory by
more than 12 seconds over
Ferrari’s Fernando Alonso.
Reigning world champion Sebastian Vettel finished in third
overall in the Infiniti Red Bull
Racing, putting two Renaultengined drivers onto the podium.
Raikkonen graduated to fifth
off the start and made an early
change to the medium compound tyres on lap 9. He completed a long stint on this set of
rubber and, despite two light
rain showers, stayed out longer than his closest rivals. The
Finn returned to the pits on lap
34, after which the strategy unfolded perfectly as Alonso, Hamilton, Massa and Vettel made
one further stop, leaving Raikkonen out in front.
Vettel converted his pole position into an immediate lead but
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likewise made an early switch
to the medium tyres. He then
raced hard with Sutil, Hamilton
and Massa, before taking the
final podium spot. Team-mate
Mark Webber had a slow start
and struggled with a KERS
that only functioned intermittently, but had a strong finish to
claim sixth overall.
Romain Grosjean (Lotus F1
Team) put a fourth Renault-engined car into the points, claiming tenth. Williams F1 Team
had a more difficult race: Valtteri Bottas finished his debut
Grand Prix in 14th overall however Pastor Maldonado retired on lap 24 following a spin.
Caterham F1 Team’s new recruits Charles Pic and Giedo
van der Garde gave the team a
double finish, with 16th and
18th respectively.
Raikkonen obviously leads the
drivers’ championship while
Lotus F1 Team lies second in
the constructors’ race behind
Ferrari with 26 points. Infiniti
Red Bull Racing is third.
Rémi Taffin, Renault Sport
F1 head of track operations

After one of the quickest and
busiest winter breaks in a long
time, it’s good to open our account with a win. Congratulations to our teams and well
done to the teams back at Viry
and Mecachrome. The field is
more competitive than even
last year and getting every last
detail correct makes a big difference, so we need to keep
pushing even harder this season.
We can take confidence from
seeing two Renault-engined
teams on the podium early in
the year, and we would be delighted to see both Lotus and
Red Bull fighting for wins in the
races to come. We will also
work as hard as ever with Williams and Caterham in the tight
midfield.
The Malaysian Grand Prix now
comes up very quickly and presents a very different challenge
to Albert Park so we will keep
the hammer down and try to
maintain the performance and
reliability we’ve seen in this
race.
Photos: Renault Sport
Text: Renault Sport
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Double podium for Infiniti Red Bull Racing Renault in Malaysian Grand Prix

Two Renault powered drivers
stepped onto the podium following a scintillating Malaysian
Grand Prix today.
Sebastian Vettel won the 56
lap race from team-mate Mark
Webber to take the lead of the
drivers’ championship and extend Infiniti Red Bull Racing’s
cushion at the top of the constructors’ title race.
Webber held the lead in the
early stages of the race as Vettel made an early stop to slick
tyres, but the two strategies
saw the pair racing closely
after Vettel passed Hamilton
for second in the mid point of
the race. The reigning world
champion then stopped earlier
for his fourth and final pit stop,
and when Webber exited his
final tyre change, the two were
nose to tail. Vettel got past on
lap 46, eventually pulling out a
four second lead by the end of
the race.
Lotus F1 Team, winners of the
Australian Grand Prix, finished
in sixth and seventh with Romain Grosjean and Kimi Raikkonen respectively after tight
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battles with the Ferrari of Felipe Massa and Sauber of Nico
Hulkenberg. Raikkonen is now
second in the drivers’ championship while the team retains
second.
Williams F1 Team’s Valtteri
Bottas finished in 11th overall,
less than one second from
scoring his first-ever F1 points.
Team-mate Pastor Maldonado
retired from the race on lap 45
after a suspected KERS failure. Caterham F1 Team again
finished with two cars, with
Charles Pic 14th and Giedo
van der Garde 15th.
Rémi Taffin, Renault Sport
F1 head of track operations
The Malaysian Grand Prix is
always a hard challenge for the
engines on account of the percentage of the lap spent at
wide open throttle and the low
speed driveability required for
the hairpin turns. Managing
fuel consumption is also tricky
with the weather changing very
quickly. With Sepang being the
second race of the year, we
started to see different strategies emerging with engine

usage, with some teams choosing to run units to high mileage and others changing to
new ones. As the field is so
tight this year how you allocate
your engines and the mileage
accrued will become a very important consideration in gaining track position later on this
season.
Overall, it’s been a fascinating
Grand Prix weekend and a
very positive result for Renault
Sport F1, with four Renault engines finishing in the top ten
and the top three drivers in the
championship powered by the
RS27. Across the four teams in
Australia and Malaysia we’ve
covered around 12,000km without any major issues – the
engine change for Pastor this
morning was precautionary
and will not affect our plans for
the year at all – so we are
completely on schedule for
where we should be now. We
have a bit of a gap before the
next race so we’ll return to Viry
and work with the teams to
maximize performance for the
next double header.
Photos: Renault Sport
Text: Renault Sport
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Malaysian Grand Prix: Team Reaction

Car 1 Sebastian Vettel, Finish Position: 1st, Start Position: Pole
“I messed up today. I would
love to come up with a nice excuse as to why I did it, but I
can’t. I can understand Mark’s
frustration and the team not
being happy with what I did
today; I owe an explanation to
him and the whole team. I will
try to explain to them later. We
talk about this situation happening many times and what we
will do if and when it happens
and normally it doesn’t, but
today it did and I should have
translated the call into action. I
got the call and I ignored it.
Mark and I are used to fighting
each other when we’re close,
but with the tyres how they are
now, and not knowing how
long they will last, it was an extremely big risk to ignore the
call to stay second. We could
have ended up finishing eighth
or ninth after destroying the
tyres in those two laps; I put
myself above a team decision,
which was wrong. I didn’t
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mean to and I apologise. I’m
not happy I’ve won, I made a
mistake and if I could undo it I
would. It’s not easy right now
and I owe apologies to Mark
and the team.”
Car 2 Mark Webber, Finish
Position: 2nd, Start Position:
5th
“I think Sebastian has respect
for me and I have respect for
him, but the situation today
was not handled well. It’s hard
to put your finger on it all now
after the race; when we’re racing on the limit and pushing
as hard as we can, then it’s the
worst situation for a team. I am
sure they are bricking themselves and know that things can
go wrong. There’s a bit of history to this as well; my mind in
the last 15 laps was thinking
about a lot of things, but I was
happy with the way I drove. I
tried to isolate what happened
at the end and we got something out of it today, but of
course I’m not satisfied with
the result. This puts heat on a

few people and unfortunately
there’s no rewind button. I
know people want raw emotion
from us after these situations
and it’s there, but we need to
remain cool. There’s three
weeks until the next race, so
time for us to work on things.”
Christian Horner, Team Principal: “Before getting into anything else, it was a
phenomenal team performance from the car and pit
crew today with the pit crew recording fantastically fast stops.
We recorded our fastest ever
time on Mark’s second stop,
which is possibly a new bestever in the pit lane. Obviously
there’s an awful lot of debate
about what happened at the
end of the race. Our position
after that finial pit stop was all
about managing the race until
the end and conserving our
tyres, getting the cars to the finish and achieving maximum
points. Unfortunately drivers’
interests can sometimes come
into conflict with the teams’.

Sebastian decided to take
things into his own hands
today and race Mark, thankfully making a clean pass and
switching the order to the flag.
It’s frustrating. Formula One is
both a team and an individual
sport and sometimes there is a
conflict between a driver’s desire and a team’s interest.
What happened today is some-

thing that shouldn’t have happened. It’s something that Sebastian has apologised for and
it’s something that we will discuss internally as a team.”
Thierry Salvi (Renault): “It
was a tough race. I think we
managed well with both engines and fuel consumption was
under control throughout. It

was easier to control temperatures due to it being wet at the
start. I think the set-up we provided worked well. It was quite
tight between both engines in
the race and they were similar
with engine performance.“
Photos: Red Bull Racing
Text: Red Bull Racing
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Alpine to compete at Le Mans and in endurance racing for the first time in 35 years*
-In November 2012, Renault
announced its intention to revive the Alpine brand with the
creation of Société des Automobiles Alpine Caterham.
-Ahead of the launch of the
brand’s first new car, which is
expected to reach the market
in 2016, Renault has planned a
number of operations in order
to keep the Alpine name in the
spotlight, including an entry of
five A110 berlinettes for last
January’s Rallye Monte-Carlo
Historique.
-The announcement of Alpine’s
return to endurance racing in
2013 marks another step in
this process. The brand will
contest the Le Mans 24 Hours
and the 2013 European Le
Mans Series.
On November 5, 2012, Renault’s senior management announced its intention to revive
the Alpine brand within the fra-
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mework of a partnership with
Caterham. Today, under the
leadership of CEO Bernard Ollivier, the recently-created Société des Automobiles Alpine
Caterham is already working
on a new car which is expected to reach the market in
2016.
In the meantime, the brand is
gradually building up to its return to consolidate its image
thanks to carefully-tailored programmes in all its traditional
areas of activity.
After presentations at the 2012
Monaco F1 Grand Prix and at
the Le Mans Classic week of
the Alpine A110-50, which was
released to mark the 50th anniversary of the celebrated ‘Berlinette’, five Alpine A110s were
officially entered for the recent
Rallye Monte-Carlo Historique.
They were given a warm welcome by the public and afterwards joined other models of

the make founded by Jean Rédélé at the Rétromobile Show
in Paris, France, at the beginning of February.
Today, another important step
has been taken with the announcement that an Alpine
prototype is to race in the competitive 2013 European Le
Mans Series endurance racing
championship (ELMS), as well
as at this year’s Le Mans 24
Hours (June 22-23).
The decision to compete at Le
Mans fits perfectly with the
brand’s heritage, since Alpine
contested the famous 24-Hour
race 11 times between 1963
and 1978, running a total of 55
factory cars. n addition to its
successes in the ‘Energy
Index’ classification in 1964,
1965 and 1968, as well as in
the ‘Performance Index’ classification in 1968 and 1969, its
efforts harvested seven class
wins in total and, above all,

outright victory in 1978 with the
Alpine A442B prototype shared
by Jean-Pierre Jaussaud and
Didier Pironi. The two Frenchmen were joined in the top four
by the A442 of Jean Ragnotti
and Guy Fréquelin.
For its return to Le Mans, Alpine has joined forces with Signatech. The Philippe
Sinault-run team will enter an
Alpine LM P2 prototype with an
Alpine chassis powered by a
500hp Nissan engine for the
five rounds of the ELMS, including the opening race at Silverstone, England (April 13). The
drivers will be Nelson Panciatici and Pierre Ragues.
The highlight of the season will

naturally be the Le Mans 24
Hours. The name of the third
driver who will join the team for
the world’s most famous endurance race will be announced
when the car is officially presented at Le Castellet, France,
on March 24.

supporters who I would like to
thank formally here. Together,
step by step, we will do our
very best to write another exciting page in the history of Alpine, a truly outstanding name
in the world of French sports
cars.”

Said Carlos Tavares, Chief
Operating Officer, Renault: “Alpine’s return to the legendary
Le Mans 24 Hours in 2013
marks the beginning of a new
adventure which is set to last.
The passion that drives us is
matched only by the humility
and careful attention paid to
costs that epitomise this comeback which itself has been
made possible thanks to the involvement of our partners and

* This programme was made
possible by the involvement of
the brand’s long-time partners
Michelin and Total who have
contributed their technical and
financial support to the adventure.
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Aurélie JEGOU /
Jean-Jacques DELARUWIERE
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Le Mans 24 Hours: the n°36 Alpine breaks cover…
Following the recent announcement (on March 8) of its
entry for both the 2013 Le
Mans 24 Hours and this year’s
European Le Mans Series
(ELMS), Signatech-Alpine
today presented the endurance
racing prototype that will defend Alpine’s colours this season at L’Atelier Renault in
Paris, France.
Alpine’s return to endurance
racing after an absence of 35
years plays a part in the
brand’s re-emergence ahead
of the launch of the first car to
be designed by Société des
Automobiles Alpine-Caterham,
planned for 2016.
Nelson Panciatici and Pierre
Ragues, the two drivers who
will share the car at every
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round of the ELMS, will be joined for the Le Mans 24 Hours
by Tristan Gommendy.
The N°36 Alpine will make
its first track appearance at the
official ELMS test days at Paul
Ricard, France, on March 2627.

It was a little less than 35
years ago that the 1978 Le
Mans 24 Hours-winning AlpineRenault A442B paraded down
the Champs-Elysées in front of
a cheering crowd who turned
out to show their appreciation
for the car’s success in the
hands of Jean-Pierre Jaussaud
and Didier Pironi. Today, the
Parisian public and visitors to
the French capital have another chance to discover the

A442B, since it is one of the
centrepieces of the ‘No Limit!’
exhibition which is currently
running at L’Atelier Renault
(until April 7).
The Champs Elysees premises
consequently provided the
ideal backdrop for the revelation of the new Alpine prototype which is poised to
compete in this year’s endurance racing season. Société
des Automobiles Alpine-Caterham’s CEO Bernard Ollivier
and Philippe Sinault, Signatech-Alpine Team Principal, lifted the veil to reveal a striking
blue and orange livery which
recalls the colours sported by
the Alpines which raced at Le
Mans some five decades ago.

“Since the announcement of
Alpine’s revival on November 5
last year, we have been moving forward step by step,” said
Bernard Ollivier. “The unveiling
of this splendid car marks the
beginning of another phase. It
will turn a wheel for the first
time very soon, and its maiden
race will follow shortly afterwards. The news of our endurance racing programme
received a very positive welcome, not only from diehard Alpine enthusiasts, but also from
the world of motor racing in general. We can hardly wait to
see our brand’s colours in action!”
“I am extremely proud to be representing Alpine, but it as an
honour which goes hand in
hand with significant responsibilities,” noted Philippe Sinault.
“The next step is to take the
car to Paul Ricard where our
work will begin in earnest. Our
aim is to be competitive in endurance racing’s highly compe-

titive LMP2 class. We will use
the different test sessions that
are planned, as well as the first
two rounds of the ELMS, to
prepare for June’s Le Mans 24
Hours which is clearly the focal
point of the season.”
The drivers who have been
named to share the N°36 Alpine-Renault form a blend of
experience and youth, and all
three are keen to get behind its
wheel. Nelson Panciatici, 24,
and Pierre Ragues, 29, who
were confirmed at the time of
the programme’s original announcement, will be joined for
the Le Mans 24 Hours by 34year old Tristan Gommendy.
The three Frenchmen all rose
up through the ranks of Renault’s single-seater formulae
and, between them, total 10
previous participations in the
world’s most famous motor
race. Another French youngster, Paul-Loup Chatin, has
been chosen as the car’s reserve driver.

N°36 Alpine-Nissan – technical data
Chassis
Alpine
Engine
Nissan V8 (type
VK45)
Maximum power
500hp
Fuel and lubricants Total
Transmission
Six-speed
sequential X-Trac gearbox
Steering
Hydraulic, power
steering
Brakes
Brembo carbon
brakes
Tyres Michelin
Lenght
4,610mm
Wheelbase 2,870mm
Width 1,995mm
Weight
900kg
Top speed

330kph

Nelson Panciatici
Born Reims, France, on September 26, 1988 (age: 24)
Single-seater debut 2005 (Formula Renault 2.0)
Endurance racing debut
2012
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Le Mans 24 Hours: the n°36 Alpine breaks cover…
Nelson Panciatici
Born Reims, France, on September 26, 1988 (age: 24)
Single-seater debut 2005 (Formula Renault 2.0)
Endurance racing debut
2012
A:
- 2012 :
FIA World Endurance Championship (Signatech-Nissan), fastest race lap
at Fuji
10th overall and 4th in
LMP2 at Le Mans / podium finish at Silverstone
- 2011 :
FR3.5/WSR
(KMP Racing)
- 2010 :
FR3/WSR (Junior
Lotus Racing)
- 2009 :
One of the youngest drivers in GP2
Superleague Formula
(Epsilon)
- 2008 :
2nd, Spanish F3
Championship
- 2005 :
Formula Renault
2.0 debut
Pierre Ragues
Born Caen, France, on January 10, 1984 (age: 29)
Single-seater debut 2003 (Formule Renault Campus)
Endurance racing debut
2006
A:
- 2012 :
World Endurance
Championship (Signatech-Nissan LMP2), 4th in class at Le
Mans
3rd in class at Silverstone / 5th in class at Bahrain
- 2011 :
5th (LMP1), Intercontinental Le Mans Cup
- 2010 :
Le Mans Series
and Le Mans 24 Hours (Signature Plus, LMP1)
- 2009 :
7th, Le Mans Series (Signature Plus)
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- 2008 :
Le Mans Series
(Groupe Pescarolo Automobiles / Team Saulnier Racing)
Le Mans 24 Hours
(Groupe Pescarolo Automobiles / Team Saulnier Racing)
- 2007 :
International Formula Master (Euronova)
- 2006 :
Le Mans Series
(Paul Belmondo Racing),
LMP2
Le Mans 24 Hours
debut
- 2005 :
FR 2.0 (Epsilon),
French Championship and
WSR
- 2004 :
FR 2.0 (SG Formula)
- 2003 :
2nd, French Formula Campus Renault Elf
Championship
Tristan Gommendy
Born Chesnay, France, on
January 4, 1979 (age: 34)
Singles-eater debut 1999 (Formule Renault)
Endurance racing debut
2003
Record:
- 2011-2012:
Development driver (Ligier)
- 2008-2012:
Superleague Formula (Team FranceOlympique Lyonnais, Girondins
de Bordeaux,
FC Porto, Galatasaray),
5 wins, 11 podiums
- 2010:
Development
driver (Audi Team Joest, Audi
R15+)
- 2007:
Champcar World
Series (PKV Racing), 1 pole
position, 5 top-five finishes,
2 fastest race laps and 6 top10 finishes
- 2006:
GP2 Series
(Team Is Sport), 5 races, 4 topfive finishes and 1 fastest race
lap
- 2005:
4th, World Series

by Renault FR 3.5 (KTR), 2
wins, 5 podiums
Le Mans 24 Hours (WR)
- 2004:
World Series by
Nissan (Team Saulnier Racing), 5 pole positions, 6 podiums
- 2003:
Formula Renault
V6 (Signature), 6 wins, 5 podiums, 6 fastest race laps
Le Mans 24 Hours
(factory driver for Dome LMP1
/ Racing for Holland), 8th in
qualifying
- 2002:
1st, French Formula 3 Championship (ASM),
5 wins, 10 podiums,
record number of pole
positions in French championship (10), 1st in Macau F3 GP
- 2001:
Formula 3
(ASM), 3 pole positions, 4 podiums
- 1999:
4th, French Formula Renault Championship
(Team Mygale), ‘Rookie’ of the
Year
SIGNATECH
Signatech’s expertise is founded on 22 years of experience
in top-flight single-seater racing, and four years in world
class endurance racing. It has
emerged as one of international motor racing’s leading players, with the following results
to its name:- 76 victories
- 47 pole positions
- 472 podium finishes
- 48 fastest race laps
- 15 titles

Record

Europe (2003)

- Fastest race lap (LMP2),
2012 6 Hours of Fuji
- 2nd (LMP2), 2012 6 Hours of
Bahrain
- 3rd (LMP2), 2012 6 Hours of
Silverstone
- 10th overall, 2012 Le Mans
24 Hours (4th in LMP2)
- 2nd (LMP2), 2011 Le Mans
24 Hours
- 1st (LMP2), 2011 ILMC
- 2nd, 2010 LMS
- 2nd, 2011 F3 Euro Series
- 2nd, 2011 LMS
- 1st, 2010 F3 Euro Series
- 1st, F3 World Cup (2003,
2009 and 2010)
- 1st, FIA European F3 Cup
(1999, 2000, 2002 and 2003)
- 1st, Formula Renault V6

SIGNATECH in brief:
- Two race team workshops totalling 2,500 sq. metres
- Total Group turnover:
€10,000,000
- A staff of 40
- Engineering office (Solidworks prototyping platform)
- Composites workshop
- Machine shop
- Ellip6 simulator for driver training and technical programme
development (six-axle full motion driving simulator with
three-screen panoramic display).
2013 calendar
March 26-27:

ELMS test, Paul Ricard,
France
April 13:
ELMS (round 1),
Silverstone, GB
May 18:
ELMS (round 2),
Imola, Italy
June 9:
Pre-Le Mans 24
Hours test, Le Mans, France
June 23:
2013 Le Mans 24
Hours, Le Mans, France
July 20:
ELMS (round 3),
Red Bull Ring, Austria
September 14:
ELMS
(round 4), Hungaroring, Hungary
September 28:
ELMS
(found 5), Paul Ricard, France
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Aurélie JEGOU /
Jean-Jacques DELARUWIERE

Official
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Fastest lap time… out of the box!

Signatech-Alpine’s busy March
programme concluded with a
two-day test session at Circuit
Paul Ricard, France. Following
the announcement of Alpine’s
return to endurance racing at
Le Mans on March 8, and after
the N°36 prototype’s official
unveiling at L’Atelier Renault,
Paris, on March 22, the new
car finally got to make its track
debut on Tuesday and Wednesday this week.

The N°36 Alpine is now
ready for the opening round of
the 2013 European Le Mans
Series at Silverstone, England,
on April 12-13.

Nelson Panciatici and Pierre
Ragues, the two drivers who
will contest the 2013 European
Le Mans Series for Alpine, and
Tristan Gommendy, who will
join them for the Le Mans 24
Hours, covered 1,459 kilometres at the test in the south of
France.

The programme’s three drivers
– Nelson Panciatici, Pierre Ragues and Tristan Gommendy –
took advantage of the official
European Le Mans Series preseason test at Circuit Paul Ricard, France, to get their first
taste of the newcomer ahead
of the 2013 campaign.

Signatech-Alpine’s technical
staff focused on chassis work
in association with tyre partner
Michelin.

The chief objectives of the session were to test the changes
made to the Alpine’s chassis
and optimise its set-up to
function with the latest Michelin
rubber. Different tyres were
evaluated in daylight and after
nightfall in order to prepare for
the opening rounds of the European Le Mans Series, as

The fastest time of the official European Le Mans Series
test was posted by Nelson
Panciatici.
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Less than three weeks after
the announcement of Alpine’s
return to motorsport by Renault’s Chief Operations Officer
Carlos Tavares, the N°36 Alpine made its track debut this
week.

well as for the Le Mans 24
Hours.
In addition the technical
groundwork, the three drivers
used the session to find their
marks in the N°36 Alpine and
prepare the ground for forthcoming developments. Wednesday morning’s performance run
saw Nelson Panciatici claim
the fastest time of the two
days.
“I am pleased with the work we
were able to get in,” observed
Signatech-Alpine’s Team Principal Philippe Sinault. “We tested the reliability of a high
number of parts and also worked on the different new-spec
tyres our partner Michelin had
brought for us to evaluate. The
next step will be to look at all
the data before choosing the
tyres we will race this year.
Another important point was
that all three riders were able
to enjoy track time and Wednesday morning’s encouraging
run allowed us to target a quick
lap time. It’s all looking good
for the beginning of the season.”

Nelson Panciatici: “We made
good progress with Michelin. I
did a number of runs with different options and I believe we
succeeded in collecting some
useful information. We are
working in the right direction
and I hope that will pay off at
Silverstone!”
Pierre Ragues: “Every day
brings us closer to Alpine’s first
race. The team has worked
very hard over the winter and
this week’s test enabled us to
make good progress with Michelin’s new tyres. It’s all feeling very positive, so let’s hope
it all comes together at Silverstone!”

Tristan Gommendy: “My aim
during these two days was to
familiarise myself with the
N°36 Alpine. I need to find my
marks with both the car and
the team. We worked on typical endurance racing-type
stints without any particular
pressure. It’s just the start of
an exciting new adventure!”
The two-day official test also
provided Alpine’s junior driver
Paul-Loup Chatin with a
chance to get in some track
time. He forms part of Signatech-Alpine’s 2013 line-up and
has been named as the reserve driver for the N°36 Alpine
at Le Mans. He will also drive

an LMPC car in the European
Le Mans Series.
Statistics:
Test location: Circuit Paul Ricard, France (layout: A1V2)
Distance completed:
1,459.322km over two days
(252 laps)
Nelson Panciatici: 160 laps
Pierre Ragues: 141 laps
Tristan Gommendy: 115
Fastest lap time: Nelson Panciatici (1m47.652s)
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Aurélie JEGOU /
Jean-Jacques DELARUWIERE
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Prices (in France) for the limited edition Duster Aventure*, plus a range upgrade for
Duster with no increase in price
-In France, the limited edition
Dacia Duster Aventure1 has
gone on sale for a tax-paid
price of €14,350.
-This limited edition version of
Dacia’s popular model features
an original, distinctive adventurer look and carries over all the
strengths that have helped to
forge the model’s success, including its exterior design,
cabin space and 4x4 features
for a very attractive price.
-Like all Dacia models, the limited edition Duster Aventure1
comes with a threeyear/100,000km warranty.
-Order books for the limited
edition Duster Aventure1 opened across the French Dacia
network on March 14, 2013.
-In keeping with Dacia’s trademark determination to provide
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its customers with the best
possible value for money,
mainstream versions of Dacia
Duster have benefited from an
equipment upgrade with no increase in price.
Limited edition Duster Aventure*
The limited edition Duster
Aventure* features an original
adventurer look. Equipped with
additional roof-mounted lights,
a Garmin navigation system
with topographic mapping, and
rubber carpet mats, it is sure to
attract drivers who wish to prolong the sensation of getting
away from the crowd. The personality of this limited edition
version is reasserted by its
specific exterior graphics, the
motif of which has been carried
over to the upholstery. Duster
Aventure* can be ordered in a
choice of Glacier White or Pe-

arlescent Black.The limited
edition Duster Aventure* is
based on the Ambiance version of the model and can be
specified with 4x2 transmission
mated to the 1.6 16V 105 LPG
engine, or to the dCi 90 or dCi
110 diesel powerplants. The
4x4 version is powered by either the dCi 90 or dCi 110 diesel engines.
Limited edition Duster Aventure1 tax-paid prices (French
market)
1.6 16V 105 LPG - 4x2
€14,350
dCi 90 - 4x2
€15,850
dCi 90 - 4x4
€17,850
dCi 110 - 4x2
€16,350
dCi 110 - 4x4
€18,350

Standard equipment available for the limited edition
Duster Aventure*:
- Additional roof-mounted lights
- Side graphic decals with
compass motif repeated on the
bonnet and tailgate
- Gloss black grille, door mirrors and 16-inch steel wheels,
plus black headlight masks
- Satin-finish chrome-effect
front and rear skid plates, plus
chrome exhaust tailpipe
- Extra-tinted rear glass
- Duster-badged mud flaps
- Arrows pointing to tow rings
- Climate control
- Garmin Zumo 350 LM GPS
system with semi-integrated
cradle
- Plastic carpet mats for the
cabin and boot
- Gloss black central fascia
- White door grab handles, air
vent surrounds and steering
wheel trim
- Exclusive upholstery pattern
with visible white stitching and
embroidered Duster Aventure

badgeOptional (€290): radioCD with MP3 playback, Bluetooth® and USB connectivity,
and steering wheel-mounted
fingertip remote control.Order
books for the limited edition
Duster Aventure* opened
across Dacia’s French sales
network on March 14, 2013.
Equipment now available for
Dacia Duster with no change
of price
The rest of the Duster range
has also evolved in order to
deliver an even better equipment package for the same
price. Duster Ambiance Plus is
now equipped with fog lights,
stylised 16-inch steel wheels
and a radio-CD with MP3 playback, Bluetooth® and USB
connectivity, and steering
wheel-mounted fingertip remote control.The Lauréate
Plus trim level comes with 16inch steel wheels and a radioCD with MP3 playback,
Bluetooth® and USB connecti-

vity, and steering wheel-mounted fingertip remote control,
while Prestige Plus versions
now feature metallic paint and
electric rear windows as standard.
At the same time, the entry
level Duster can now be specified with the 1.6 16V 105 LPG
engine instead of the 1.6 16V
105 powerplant for the same
price (€11,900, including VAT).
This engine emits just 145
grams of CO2/km2when running on LPG.These evolutions
have been introduced with no
increase in price. Order books
are already open for the revised Duster range.
* Duster Aventure is a limited
edition model with a special
accessories package
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Frederic Favre
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Aïcha des Gazelles Rally: four Renault employees finish in first and second place
-After 15 days of racing, six
stages and 12 to 14 hours of
orientation a day, the eight
“Gazelles” in the Women@Renault team all crossed the finish line in Essaouira on
March 30 at the wheel of their
Dacia Dusters.
-In teams of two, the six employees finished in first, second and ninth place in the
Crossover category. The Renault team competing in the
4x4/Truck category came fifteenth out of 127.
-Renault’s third consecutive
participation in the Aïcha des
Gazelles Rally is part of the
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Women@Renault plan aimed
at promoting women in the
company.
Some 300 competitors took
part in the 23rd “Gazelles
Rally”, an orientation race
based on smarts and endurance. After 15 days of racing,
the four Renault teams each
drove an average 2,500 kilometers in their Dacia Dusters,
which were specially adapted
for the event. “We are proud of
the rankings of our ‘Gazelles’.
Day after day they showed tremendous commitment, courage, generosity and solidarity,
in a race that was full of surprises and unexpected turna-

rounds,” said Claire Martin, Director of Corporate Social Responsibility at Renault and
member of the Ethics Committee of the Aïcha des Gazelles
Rally.
Crossover category
Anne-Sophie Cally and Paulina Hachoud (team 317) finished first in the Crossover
category.
“We are thrilled with our experience in the rally, even if we
would have liked to be more
daring! Sometimes you get the
same feeling that you have
when you’re skiing, slaloming

between clumps of camel
grass. Our hands were constantly in action and our eyes
constantly on the lookout!”

delighted and proud to have
completed the race! For us this
rally is all about going beyond
your limits.”

to take the track around the
obstacle. But together we got
past it. That’s also what the
Rally des Gazelles is about!”

Laetitia Rodier and Sylvie
Quittot (team 316) came second out of the 12 teams in
the category.

Saida Benhamida and Safae
Challal (team 315) finished
ninth.

4X4 / Truck category

“We started to feel tired as the
rally went on because we
didn’t have a minute’s rest. We
had to keep a constant eye on
the road – looking out for potholes and bumps and stones
– and a firm grip on the fluttering map. We’re exhausted but

“We actually surprised ourselves in this race! When we got
stuck in a wadi we worked with
the other cars to push ourselves out of trouble. Duster is
very impressive – it can take
you places where other cars
can’t! If we had been alone, we
would definitely have chosen

Team 118, namely Mélanie Suchet and Catherine Houlès,
came 15th out of the 127
teams competing in the
4x4/Truck category.

Photos: Media Renault
Text: Sophie CHANTEGAY
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Renault Captur: the urban crossover that will change everyday lives
As testified by a record of innovations that dates back to
1898, Renault has never stopped questioning preconceived
ideas or challenging conventional automotive thinking by placing the needs of customers at
the heart of each new project.
Today, Renault introduces
Captur, its first urban crossover
that will stand out from the
crowd by delivering the best of
three different worlds:

sertive yet unostentatious personality. Its robust, status-enhancing look takes its
inspiration form the Captur
concept car, from which Renault has carried over both the
spirit which guided its design,
as well its evocative name.
The lines of Renault’s new
crossover are perceived as unpretentious, yet the forward position of its steeplyraked

with an original two-tone colour
scheme which produces an attractive contrast between the
roof and pillars and the rest of
the body work.
Renault Captur, an MPV inside
Despite its compact footprint
(length: 4m12), Renault

• The expressive styling
and driving position
of an SUV,
• The cabin
space and
modular
interior of
an MPV,
• The
agility
and
driving
enjoyment of a
compact
saloon car.
Coming in the
wake of Clio’s
renewal, Captur
marks the next step in
Renault’s design offensive
under the leadership of Laurens van den Acker.
“Renault Captur is a compact,
unaggressive crossover which
is particularly user-friendly. It
benefits from Renault genes
through and through…” Benoît
Bochard, Director, A/B-Segment Product Range
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windscreen
emphasises its
dynamic stance.

Renault Captur, a crossover
on the outside

The combination of its compact
volumes, raised ground clearance, large-diameter wheels
and sill guards will enable it to
take every aspect of everyday
motoring in its stride.

Renault Captur’s smooth, fluid,
balanced forms express an as-

Renault Captur will be easy to
customise and notably comes

Captur
exudes a
real sense of
interior space
which is underpinned
by the forward position of its
windscreen and its generous
interior dimensions.

Its exclusive, colourful cabin is
warm and relaxing, and this
first impression is reinforced by
a selection of interior customisation solutions founded on a
choice of colours and motifs for
the different trim features.
Renault Captur also boasts the
appointments and comfort refinements expected of an MPV,
such as a high-up driving position large boot, modular
interior and innova
tive stowage
solutions.

The standard Renault Captur
will have an equipment specification worthy of that of the
next segment up, including
hands-free entry, hill start assist and rear parking sensors.
Also available will be the new,
connected, in-dash Renault RLink touchscreen multimedia
tablet, plus a system that comprises six loudspeakers, Bluetooth® connectivity,
audio-streaming and Arkamys® hi-fi sound.

same platform as New Clio,
acclaimed as a B-segment
benchmark when it comes to
driving pleasure. It consequently delivers best-level dynamics, from road holding to
engine response and agile
handling.
The petrol and diesel engines
available for the model benefit
from the very latest Renault
technologies and will return
best-in-class fuel consumption
and CO2 emissions, starting
from as low as 96g/km.

Renault Captur, the agility
and driving enjoyment
of a compact saloon
car
Renault
Captur is
based on
the

Photos: Media Renault
Text: Bruno HERNANDEZ /
Aurélie JEGOU
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Renault CAPTUR: on the adventure trail!
-Unveiled today by Carlos
Ghosn, CAPTUR is the new
concept car to demonstrate
Renault’s new design strategy.
-A sporty crossover with a flowing and athletic body
language, it conjures up visions of two people exploring the
world and previews a forthcoming road car.
-Its Energy dCi 160 twin-turbo
engine-concept combines driving fun, enjoyable performance and low CO2 emissions.
At the 2009 Frankfurt Motor
Show, Renault revealed its
new brand identity which puts
people at the forefront of its
concerns. The new, ambition
design strategy which resulted
from this is founded on
different stages of
the human life cycle,
with each phase taking
the form of a specific
concept car. The first,
the two-seater DeZir
coupé, expressed
‘falling in love’, the
passion present
at the beginning
of any new
adventure. Now
Renault
CAPTUR
addresses the
second phase
of this cycle, that
of two people
exploring the
world around them.
Just like its
predecessor,
Renault CAPTUR
defines the simple,
sensuous and warm style
that will be progressively extended to future Renault car
designs. “CAPTUR is a fun
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and sporty crossover, ideal for
a young couple about to discover the world” explains director
of design, Laurens Van den
Acker. “It takes as its basis the
fundamental design language
introduced on the DeZir concept car but adds a more technical dimension – more
functional but still highly sensuous," adds Axel Breun, director
of concept cars.
A crossover that’s all muscle
in motion
In its proportions and fluid curves, Renault CAPTUR evokes
movement and lightness, yet at
the same time displaying
powerful and muscular all-terrain cues. Just as

with DeZir, angles, corners
and lines have given way to
sensuous and natural forms.
For the exterior designer,
Julio Lozano, the main
sources of inspiration were
athletes and radical sports. "In
designing CAPTUR, I began
with the image of a sprinter on
the starting blocks, his muscles
tensed, and the energy unleashed when the starting pistol is
fired," he explains. The design
also references equipment
such as helmets, gloves and
other protective gear used in
radical sports, combining high
technology with sophistication
and lightness.

Renault CAPTUR adopts the
new frontal identity first presented by DeZir. As with DeZir,
this identity has as its centrepiece a large Renault logo, set
vertically against a dark sur
face so as to stand out as
clearly as possible. Substantial, matt-finished
wings reinforce the
design’s visual
strength. LEDs
relay the direction indicator signal
in a wave
effect

running the whole length of the
vehicle.
Renault CAPTUR does more
than simply stir the emotions: it
is also a practical and versatile
vehicle. It is fitted with a hard
convertible top which, once removed, reveals a carbon fibre
framework. CAPTUR can thus
transform itself from a coupé to
a convertible, from an urban
vehicle to an off-roader, while
its overall sporty appeal is reinforced by its butterfly doors
and big tyres fitted to 22-inch
black and white rims. With its
bodywork finished in a spicy
shade of orange, CAPTUR
takes its cue from the red
championed by DeZir. This colour appears in a variety of different shades on materials
both inside and outside the vehicle.
An interior fully bathed in
warmth and lightness

The orange theme has been
carried over to the cabin which
also features fluorescent highlights picked out by a constant
stream of light. "My main sources of inspiration were the
human body, outdoor sports
and urban styling," explains the
colour and trim designer, Kana
Watanabe. "I wanted CAPTUR
to radiate warmth and dynamism."
The interior of Renault
CAPTUR is designed to be
both welcoming and occupantfriendly. The impression of
lightness expressed by the exterior is dominant here, too,
with the front seats attached to
the centre console as if suspended in mid air. The passenger compartment is restrained
and pure, with no superfluous
equipment.
Innovative and ingenious materials have been employed,
allowing the designers to play
with light and optical effects. The centre
console, door casings and
dashboard
are formed
using a
translucent
material
rather like
a second
skin. At the
front of the
cabin, this
includes a
glimpse of the
high-tech fibre
ropes, luminescent
in places, that have
been used for most of
the passenger compartment.
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Renault CAPTUR: on the adventure trail!
"The whole of the interior is
designed around this network
of stretched elastic ropes
which bring to mind the worlds
of sailing or mountain climbing,
They use graphics and light to
bring rhythm to the overall design and reinforce the dynamic
feel of the vehicle while also
ensuring a lighter feel inside
the cabin," explains the interior
designer, Magali Gouraud-Borgers.
The aluminium pedals, carbon
bucket-style front seats and
steering wheel trimmed in
grey textured leather
reassert the sporting side
of the design, in keeping
with the original brief.
The rear of the vehicle is a
multipurpose area where the
deck is lined with three layers
of rope:
-The stretched cords
are laid out in a
way that allows
items to be
secured, thus
providing a
reconfigurable storage
area;
-They also
provide an
opportunity
for relaxation
thanks to the
supple elasticity of the
structure. This
is an entirely
new type of
comfort, a new
form of seating akin
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to a hammock.
-Finally, it is possible to pull seatbacks from the side of the
car to provide two full-sized
rear seats, complete with seat
belts and head restraints. This
enables CAPTUR to accommodate four passengers.
An innovative crossover
that’s strong on performance
and light on fuel

Renault CAPTUR makes use
of the Energy dCi 160 twinturbo engine-concept, developed from the new Energy dCi
130. Downsizing is a key element in Renault’s strategy to
meet its declared objective of
being Europe’s leading automaker with regard to CO2
emissions. The range of electric vehicles will run alongside
internal-combustion engined
models that combine perfor-

mance with reduced fuel consumption. Energy dCi 160
twin-turbo fits perfectly within
this strategy. It produces
118kW (160hp) from a
capacity of 1.6 litres – that’s
a specific power output of
100hp per litre. Peak torque
(380Nm) is available from as
low as 1,750rpm, giving powerful acceleration from low revs,
as well as refined performance
under all driving

conditions. Paired with a dual
clutch EDC gearbox, this driveline promises genuinely enjoyable driving with CO2
emissions of 99 g per
kilometre.
Renault CAPTUR’s
performance is
further enhan
ced by the
RX2®, a novel
system that
improves
traction at
low speeds.
Should
one of the

two driven wheels lose
traction, this entirely new mechanical self-locking differential
transfers all or part of the engine’s torque to the wheel with
the most grip. Driving on slippery roads and tracks thus remains smooth and effortless.
Renault CAPTUR also marks
the debut of the Visio-system,
an innovation that uses a forward-facing camera mounted
at the top of the windscreen to
provide driver-assistance
functions. This new technology
is able to embed synthesised
images into real-time images
of the road ahead displayed on
a central screen; this is the
principle of augmented
reality, aiming to enhance the driver’s perception of the external
world by superimposing purpose-designed elements. The
system helps
reduce driving
stress, for a
relaxed, reassuring ride.

Photos: Media Renault
Text: Media Renault
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New Renault Clio GT 120 EDC
Performance, status and versatility
The hatchback and estate versions of New Clio GT 120 EDC
are versatile, high-end “warm”
models which boast Renault
Sport’s instantly recognisable
cues, from their grille, front and
rear bumpers and specific lip
spoiler, to their sills, 17-inch
wheels, offset LED daytime
running lights, twin chromed
exhaust tailpipes and GT badging front and rear. New Clio
GT 120 EDC can also be ordered with the optional, specific
Malta Blue paint finish.
The cabin is elegant and
sporty thanks to a predominantly grey trim and details picked out in chrome and gloss
black. The steering wheel,
sports seats with additional
side support (leather upholstery optional), aluminiumcapped pedals, steering
wheel-mounted gear shift
paddles and specific instrument backgrounds all testify to
the fact that this is a pedigree,
high-performance Clio.
Packed with technology for
even greater enjoyment
When it comes to delivering
high-end driving pleasure, New
Clio GT 120 EDC doesn’t disappoint thanks to its touch
screen navigation system (RLink), hands-free card, radio
with Bluetooth® and USB connectivity, reversing camera,
driver aids, automatic climate
control, etc.
A la carte driving enjoyment
R.S. Drive: Pressing the ‘R.S.
Drive’ button modifies the gear
shift programming, as well as
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the feel of its power steering
and acceleration response.
The availability of two modes
(‘Normal’ and ‘Sport’) brings
out the best in New Clio GT
120 EDC’s multi-faceted character.

audience.

R.S. Monitor 2.0: Now even
more attractive and technically
advanced, R.S. Monitor 2.0
stands out as the market’s
most comprehensive on-board
telemetry system for a production road car. Combined
with the R-Link
multimedia
system, it gives
New Clio GT
120 EDC
an
enviable
leading
edge.

New Renault Clio R.S. 200
EDC and 120 GT EDC share
similar technical credentials,
including turbocharged downsized petrol engines, EDC dualclutch six-speed multi-mode

New downsized turbocharged engine and EDC transmission for punchy
performance combined with
modest fuel consumption

Euro
NCAP
declares
Clio to
be
“Best
Supermini” for safety
Earlier this year (January 23),
Euro NCAP named New Renault Clio as the “Best Car of
2012” in the “supermini” class.
This distinction provides further
evidence of Renault’s expertise in the fields of active and
passive safety. For the record,
Renault was the first European
manufacturer to secure a fivestar Euro NCAP rating, with
Laguna 2 in 2001. Throughout
its career, Renault Clio has
consistently brought features
and safety equipment previously thought to be the exclusive reserve of superior
segments to a much broader

transmission,
steering columnmounted gear shift paddles,
specific chassis settings and
an assertive look.
The new 1.2 litre turbocharged
petrol powerplant is equipped
with direct fuel-injection and
benefits from the EDC transmission’s smooth gear shifts to
deliver dynamic, responsive
performance and cushioned
acoustics.
It also sets new standard in
terms of fuel efficiency.

Thanks to a saving of more
than two litres/100km and significantly lower CO2 emissions
compared with Clio III GT, New
Clio GT 120 EDC returns combined-cycle fuel consumption
of just 5.2 litres/100km, equivalent to CO2 emissions of only
120g/km.
New Clio R.S. 200 EDC and
GT 120 EDC: a real choice of
performance cars
It was at the 2012 Paris Motor
Show that the wraps
came off New
Clio R.S.
200

As a daily driver, the astonishing pleasure delivered by its
powertrain is immediately apparent. However, whenever the
driver wishes, New Renault
Clio R.S. 200 EDC becomes a
car with a fiery temperament
and explosive performance.
Yet in addition to its driving
comfort and benchmark performance, it boasts carefullyoptimised fuel efficiency, while its
warm, sensuous lines belie its
hot hatch breeding.

name. These complementary
high-end versions sit at the
very top of the New Clio range
and embody an innovative approach to the hot hatch market
which combines performance,
versatility, comfort and fuel efficiency. These two versions,
which, like the rest of the New
Clio range, are only available
in five-door form, bring the
enjoyment of sports performance to a significantly wider
audience.

New Renault Clio R.S. 200
EDC targets fans of exceptional cars and exacting purists
alike. Along with New Clio GT
120 EDC, it slots into the Clio
range at the very top to
extend the long line
of road-going
performance
Clios
(16S,
Williams,
R.S.,
V6)
and
Clios
designed for
motorsport
(Super 1600,
R3, Cup).

Like all Renault Sport models,
New Clio R.S. 200 EDC and
GT 120 EDC allow their
owners to take part in the
Enthusiast Days organised by
Renault Sport (meetings, driving and tuition at prestigious
circuits, visits of Renault
facilities, etc.). Meanwhile, Renault Sport has developed a
network of 330 specialist dealerships in 19 countries to
provide expert advice when it
comes to the sale and servicing of Renault performance
cars. New Renault Clio GT 120
EDC is made in Bursa, Turkey,
while New Clio R.S. 200 EDC
is assembled at Renault’s
Dieppe plant in northern
France.

Photos & Text: Media Renault

EDC, the appeal of which has
been broadened by mating
EDC dual-clutch transmission
to the new Renault Sport Technologiesdeveloped 200-horsepower 1.6 Turbo engine. In
terms of comfort and versatility,
it delivers the very best of Renault’s know-how while also
benefiting fully from the expertise accumulated by Renault
Sport Technologies in motorsport .

Renault Sport Technologies:
exacting standards and rigour fed by motorsport success
New Clio R.S. 200 EDC and
New Clio GT 120 EDC were
created for exacting drivers by
teams of passionate designers.
They both benefit from the expert input of Renault Sport
Technologies which has a portfolio of exceptional cars to its
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Renault Scénic XMOD
-Following on from Renault
Captur, unveiled at the beginning of the year, Renault rolls
out Scénic XMOD.
-With its innovative Extended
Grip traction control system,
soft-roader looks, the brandnew Energy TCe 130 and
Renault’s new design identity,
the newcomer will round out
the Renault Scénic line.

chrome-finish roof bars. The
new front end is also more expressive, incorporating Renault’s new design identity and
signature LED daytime running
lights.
Technology on the inside
Inside Scénic XMOD, the
driver

dominated by the fully connected Renault R-Link touchscreen multimedia system. The
top-of-the-range version of
XMOD includes a flat-bottomed steering wheel, aluminium-capped pedals and gear
lever knob and new interior appointments. Rounding out the
offer is new stitched upholstery

-Retaining the
genetic make-up of
the benchmark
European MPV
since 1996,
Scénic
XMOD
states its
difference with
style.
-Scénic
XMOD
will be
one of
the
new
models
revealed
at the
Geneva
Motor Show
in early March.

Crossover on the outside
Sporty and elegant, Scénic
XMOD winningly combines the
outdoor cues of a crossover
with the refined world of an
MPV. With a raised ground
clearance and special alloy
wheels, the car features an expressive crossover-inspired
design: special front and rear
bumpers, sill guards and
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enjoys a cockpit-like environment with an exclusive fixed
centre console and an array of
controls. The rotary control for
the all-new Extended Grip
traction control system and the
multi-directional joystick control
for the multimedia system are
both easy to reach. Featuring a
TFT (Thin Film Transistor) digital display, the dashboard is

and Leather/Alcantara Pack.
Extended grip underneath
Scénic XMOD is the first vehicle in the Renault range to feature the all-new Extended Grip
system. This advanced traction
control system enables the vehicle to grip the roadconfidently
under difficult driving conditi-

ons (snow, mud, sand, etc.).
Manually activating the rotary
control positioned on the centre console, the driver can
choose from three types of assistance.

settings. It automatically reconnects at speeds of over 40kph.
The ‘Loose Ground’ mode optimises braking control and engine torque control as a function of available grip.

In ‘Expert’ mode, Extended
Grip manages the braking system, while leaving the driver in
full control of the engine tor
que. The ‘Road’ mode
offers conventional
traction
control

Plus all the DNA of Renault
Scénic
Scénic XMOD retains the key
features which have made
Scénic the benchmark in the
compact MPV segment. Its
boot capacity is up to 555 litres, one of the biggest in its

class. No less than 71 litres of
additional stowage space are
cleverly spread around the
cabin. Scénic XMOD offers
simple, effective and fast modularity: the seats are independent, folding and removable to
provide a host of seating configurations for the occupants.
Renault Scénic XMOD will be
produced at the Douai plant in
France.
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Bruno MOREAU /
Céline LOISELEUX
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New Renault Scénic and Grand Scénic: winning looks and Energy power
-To coincide with the unveiling
of Scénic XMOD, Renault is
renewing its entire mainstream
MPV range.
-New Scénic and Grand Scénic feature the new front end
that is emblematic of Renault’s
new design identity.
-The Scénic line is now fitted
with the latest Energy powertrains, especially the brandnew TCe 130 which reduce
fuel consumption and CO2
emissions by 15%.
-R-Link technology now available for New Scénic and Grand
Scénic – Europe’s best-selling
MPV – in addition to the
Bose® tailor-engineered sound
currently available for the two
models.

On the inside, the immediate
impression of quality is perfectly worthy of the segment’s
best-seller in Europe since
1996. The soft curves of the
dashboard now include an
area devoted to navigation and
multimedia, in addition to the
TFT screen which can be customised to display key information. R-Link makes its
appearance on Renault Scénic
and includes an easy-to-reach
joystick control plus a touchscreen display positioned within
the driver’s field of vision. Depending on the version, Bose®
tailor-engineered sound still offers class-leading acoustic performance.

running costs, while maximising driving enjoyment and reliability. Renault Scénic XMOD
and New Scénic and Grand
Scénic can all be ordered with
the three new Energy powertrains. Especially noteworthy is
the brand-new Energy TCe
130, boasting a 15% improvement on fuel consumption over
the previous TCe 130 unit,
equivalent to a combined-cycle
saving of more than 1
litre/100km. This particularly
smooth yet
responsive
powerplant

Energy boost for the
Scénic line
The

-New Renault Scénic and
Grand Scénic will be presented
in more detail at Geneva
in March alongside the
Scénic XMOD
crossover.
Renault Scénic
and Grand
Scénic get a
facelift
To mark the
launch of Scénic
XMOD, Scénic and
Grand Scénic have
been restyled to
take on Renault’s
new design identity.
The Renault logo at the
front is now bigger
and set against
a gloss black
background that emphasises
the new grille. The elegant
lines and high-quality materials
help to enhance the MPV’s dynamic, family-oriented feel.
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latest ENERGY engines share
the same guiding principle, i.e.
significantly reduced fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and

combines genuine driving enjoyment and lively performance
at all engine speeds.

Hallmark quality made in
France
Since Scénic’s release in
1996, 4,300,000 units have
been produced at the Douai
plant. Renault has built up its
expertise on the strength of the
rigour and professionalism of
all the plant’s employees. Renault has invested €420 million
in adapting and upgrading the
factory which will produce pre-

quality’ plan is based on four
pillars: a thorough understanding of quality standards and
practices, everyday quality management, the highest level of
skills and a stronger focus on
perceived quality.
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Céline LOISELEUX
Bruno MOREAU

mium Renault models from
2014. This marks a new stage
in Renault’s quality policy involving each and every staff
member. The ‘Douai certified
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New Renault Scénic and Grand Scénic: winning looks and Energy power
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New Renault Kangoo: styling & technology enhancements for the leisure activity
vehicle benchmark
-Following on from the Kangoo
van in January, the leisure activity vehicle made in France (at
the MCA Maubeuge plant) is
getting an upgrade too. Both
New Kangoo and New Grand
Kangoo will be sporting Renault’s new brand identity,
with its original front
end, modernized
dashboard and
extensive perceived-quality improvements inside and out.
-There are two
new versions:
Extrem, a
top-end car
with go-anywhere looks,
special twotone (black
and Dark
Metal) bumper, 15’’ Dark
Metal alloy
wheels, tinted
rear windows,
roof rails and
side striping;
and Business
(available in the
form of a
“Business Pack” in
France), a mid-range
version primarily
addressing business users.
-New Renault Kangoo comes
with a broad choice of petrol
and diesel engines, including
Energy dCi 75 and 90 and
Enegy TCe 115 , all of which
lead the field in fuel economy
for this vehicle segment. The
Energy dCi 110 is also highly
efficient, emitting just 115 g of
CO2 per km .
-New Kangoo also gets advanced equipment, with ESC (in-
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cluding Hill Start Assist and Extended Grip), Stop & Start,
ESM (Energy Smart Management, deceleration energy recovery), the Renault R-Link
multimedia system, and a new
radio

cles, with sales topping almost
900 000 units in Europe since
its launch in 1998, is getting a
major upgrade in February
2013. The new front panel boasts Renault’s new brand iden-

range with
Bluetooth® and USB
capability.
-The leisure activity vehicle
can be ordered in France from
February 28, at prices starting
from €18,200 (see release on
French pricing), and will be
making its début public appearance on 7 March at the Geneva Motor Show.
Renault Kangoo, the benchmark in leisure activity vehi-

tity, with
a larger, verticalized badge.
The styling is more assertive
and attractive, truer to the vehicle’s modern outlook and inherent reliability. Special bumpers
create a more pronounced differentiation between passenger and LCV models. The
radiator grille on the passenger

model features a finish in gloss
black and chrome, there are
black headlamp inserts (on
some versions), and the wing
mirrors and rear lamp units
have been redesigned. Renault Kangoo is now available
in a choice of eight
body colours,
including
a new

a smart gloss-black unit combining the air conditioning and
radio controls (depending on
version and equipment). The
steering wheel, brought in from
Renault’s C-range models, is
identical to that on Scénic (for
new petrol- and diesel-engined
versions). The Celcius upholstery featured on the top-end
models of the previous-generation Kangoo is now standard
on mid-range versions, and on
the new Extrem version.
Two new versions:
Extrem and Business
In addition to
the Life,

The top-end Extrem version
boasts a go-anywhere finish,
with two-tone front bumper in
Dark Metal and mat black. The
wing mirrors and 15’’ alloy
wheels are also in Dark Metal.
The rear windows are tinted.
Roof rails are standard fitting.
The body striping lends a sporting look.
Options include new technologies such as ESC with Extended Grip and Hills Start, and
the R-Link multimedia system.
As its name suggests, the midrange Business version (offered as a pack in France)
primarily addresses professionals. Exterior styling features
wing mirrors and front
and rear bumpers
in grainy black,
for robustness, to
minimize repair
costs, and to
facilitate the
application
of special
colour
schemes
demanded
by companies, by
avoiding
painted plastic parts.
Along similar
considerations,
certain interior
parts, such as
the central armrest,
are also in black plastic.

Mineral White opaque finish,
and Cassiopeia Grey and Silver Grey in metallic paint.
On the inside, the central console has been redesigned, with

Zen and Intens trims, Kangoo
introduces two new versions
(in some countries). And Grand
Kangoo keeps two equipment
levels for its 5- and 7-seat versions.

The upholstery is in black
throughout, for durability.
These adaptations to the baseline Zen version lend added robustness for business usage.
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New Renault Kangoo: styling & technology enhancements for the leisure activity
vehicle benchmark
Number-one for fuel economy (petrol and diesel engines)
Like its predecessor, New Kangoo excels in fuel economy. It
is powered by powerful yet
economic engines including
three best-in-category units:
Energy dCi 75, Energy dCi 90
(4.3 litres per 100 km over an
NEDC combined cycle and 112
g CO2 per km ) and
Energy TCe 115
(140 g CO2/km) .
The Energy dCi
110 is also highly
efficient, emitting just 115 g
of CO2 per km).
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two years or 30,000 km.
Constant improvements in
perceived quality
Kangoo and Grand Kangoo
address family and business
users looking for high perceived quality and irreproachable
reliability. They are based on
the proven Scénic chassis,
which

To keep fuel
consumption
down, Kangoos
powered by
latest-generation engines
feature a gearchange indicator and an Eco Mode function
that can reduce
consumption by
up to 10% (on
diesel units).
This system adjusts engine torque, the gear-change indicator (to help
optimize gear selection) and
the accelerator pedal response
curve.

ensures
superb comfort
and robustness.

Lower fuel consumption also
means lower running costs,
lower company-car tax and
lower TCO, all of which adds
up to making Kangoo a highly
attractive solution for company
fleets, local authorities and government administrations. The
servicing interval for mid-range
models is extended to two
years or 40,000 km, instead of

Development work on New
Kangoo put a strong emphasis
on perceived quality. This involved close scrutiny of many
points such as weld finish,
panel crimp quality around
door openings (radius, regularity), neat body mastic application, and acoustics
(soundproofing, aerodynamic
profile, engines).

Acoustic performance, a frequent shortcoming on earlier
models of leisure activity vehicles in general, has seen
steady improvements over the
last 15 years. To achieve substantial improvements in Kangoo’s passenger compartment
acoustics, Renault engineers
paid special attention to soundproofing, with the application of

additional
padding. In addition,
the new design brings
an improved aerodynamic
profile, and the new engines
minimize spurious noise.
Photos: Media Renault
Text: Aurélie JEGOU

New equipment, including
Renault R-Link and new ESC

voice control of R-Link on the
move.

New Kangoo gets a full suite of
modern, upmarket comfort and
safety technologies, including
the R-Link multimedia system
with TomTom® Live satnav for
optimum journey planning,
along with special functions
such as voice command, danger zone warnings and
speech-synthesis email
read-out.

New Kangoo also offers newgeneration ESC with Hill Start
Assist and Extended Grip, for
enhanced drive under difficult
road conditions.

In-car-entertainment
is also
up-

graded, with a choice of three
sound systems: radio with USB
connector and Bluetooth; radio
with CD player; and radio with
CD player coupled with the Renault R-Link system, with full

Extended Grip improves drive
to the front wheels under difficult conditions (mud, snow,
sand, etc.). When switched in
by the driver, it optimizes the
ESC system to facilitate pullaway and low-speed driving in
this kind of situation.

rection without the need for
tools), the asymmetrical folddown rear bench, and the folddown front seat that frees up
additional loading space to
give a loading length of up to
2.50 m on Kangoo and 2.85 m
on Grand Kangoo.
Grand Kangoo accommodates
handicap conversion by Renault Tech, into a vehicle with
five seats plus wheelchair.

Hill Start Assist holds the vehicle at standstill on a slope to
prevent backsliding through to
pull-away (when the driver
accelerates).

Renault’s new leisure activity
vehicles introduce further innovations and features fully in
keeping with their family car
vocation, such as innovative
roof rails (which can change di-
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THE CLUB RENAULT FUEGO
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The Club Renault Fuego CRF- is an association based
in the City of Buenos Aires with
branches in Mar del Plata, Necochea, Bahia Blanca, Chacabuco, Cordoba, San Luis and
Mendoza, which promotes personal relationships around the
Renault Fuego and all other
vehicles in the Renault line,
manufactured within the country or abroad, and also IKA and
IKA-Renault models.

automotive world, among others, monthly meetings, travel,
meals, participation in club
events and competitions and
historical classics.
-The dissemination of the objectives and activities of the
CRF.
-Relationships with other entities of similar purpose, foreign
or domestic.
-The family involvement in the
activities to be performed.

In this regard, the objectives of
the club are:
-The recovery, preservation,
restoration and use of such
cars, the interest for its history,
tradition and literature.
-The activities related to the

Founded in 2004, the club has
grown steadily and now has
over 300 members. Monthly
meetings are held in the General Roca Park in the City of
Buenos Aires, the third Sunday
of each month.

In addition to these meetings,
the club has organized and
actively participated in many
meetings of clubs and sporting
car, and is the only club officially recognized by Renault Argentina S.A.
In its commitment to represent
the "Losange" and unite all the
fans of the brand, highlights in
its history a lot of events organized by the CRF with great
impact. Already in May 2008
was responsible for the Renault's First Interclub Meeting
in Buenos Aires with 181 cars
of the brand. Then all the CRF
in the country joined in the
event called “PASSION

RENAULT - Fuego Fans
Clubs Contest”
, carried out by Renault Argentina in Cordoba City in July
2008, being invited by the
leadership of the racing category TC2000 (Touring Competition 2000, of touring cars), to
turn in the Cabalen race-track
previously to the main competition.
In September 2008, the CRF
organized the “RENAULT
POINT” event, held at the General Roca Park. Thanks to the
clubs and the unconditional
support of Renault Argentina,
was a success, with a total of
372 Renault vehicles, domestic
and imported, as well as IKA
and IKA-Renault, produced in

the Santa Isabel factory (Córdoba), and being visited by
over 2500 people.
2009 was also a year of great
achievements, among them
having participated in the exhibition of classic Renault vehicles on the stand that the
company display every year in
Pinamar with a red Fuego GTX
2.2 1988.
Also, the CRF was invited to
the participate of the “Clubs
Day” organized in the Galvez
race-track, to celebrate the 40
years of the Nürburgring Mission of the Torino (1969), and
continue "encouraging" the
TC2000 team in many racetracks around the country.

This earned recognition to the
CRF by Renault Argentina in
2009 as the first Official Renault Club, what made us
proud, and forced us to strive
more and more.
In 2010 the CRF began to take
part in the Classic Endurance
racing events of the “Asociación de Automóviles Sport de
Argentina” (AAAS), putting the
Renault Fuego in the place
that really belonged, the car representing the sporting history
of the brand and the country ,
so we organized in conjunction
with the AAAS a Renault Endurance competition held in the
Galvez race-track in October
2010.
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For 2011 we doubled our efforts. After fulfilling the dream
of being received in the Santa
Isabel Factory (Cordoba City),
to visit the place where our
precious cars were manufactured, and in the “Fortress” of
Oreste Berta (Alta Gracia),
where they were tuned to race
in the 1980´s and 1990´s, the
CRF organized the meeting
called "History of Engineering,
Experimental and Racing in
Renault Argentina", where several former engineers of Renault made a presentation on
various topics.
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Then, the CRF decided to
carry out the “Mega Meeting
Renault 2011”, reaching back
with the support of Renault Argentina, and the Government
of the City of Buenos Aires, to
keep the passion RENAULT
alive.
The event was a great success. 31 clubs, over 480 cars
and 3000 people gathered in
the General Roca Park. Virtually all the historical and current models manufactured by
the company in the country
and the world attended the

mega event (R4, R5, R6, R9,
R11, R12, R18, R19, R21,
R30, Kaiser Carabella, Clio,
IKA Estanciera, Express,
Fuego, Jeep, Kangoo, Laguna,
Logan, Megane, Rambler, Safrane, Sandero, Symbol, Torino, Twingo, buggies, motor
homes, the Fluence of the Official Renault-Lo Jack team, the
Mégane III RS (pace car of
Formula Renault), a R18 4x4
(replica Dakar 1983), a Tulieta
GT and even a custom motorcycle powered by a R6 engine).

Also attended by various rock
bands and sponsors of the automotive world, and from abroad came the President of the
"Renault Owners Club of North
America" with other partners in
the U.S. and Mexico, giving it

an international character to
the event.
At 2013, the CRF continues to
work for its members, in order
to continue growing and participating in motor sport events

and sport, thus representing
one of the flagship models in
the history of Renault.
Photos & Text: CRF
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THE CLUB RENAULT FUEGO
Contact
Club Renault Fuego - CRF Argentina
Website:
www.clubrenaultfuego.com.ar
Mail:
contacto@clubrenaultfuego.com.ar
Forum:
www.clubrenaultfuego.com.ar/phpBB2/
YouTube:
www.youtube.com/ClubRenaultFuegoBsAs
CRF Argentina Buenos Aires
President:
Sebastian Grasso
Vice-President:
Carlos Ricardo
Photos: CRF & Martin Gómez
Text: CRF
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SunCar Kamouh

A Unique on the
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International France

e Streets of Europe
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SunCar Kamouh International France - A Unique on the Streets of Europe

It is touring only one, from 150
copies in handmade built
RENAULT SunCar Kamouh International France daily on
Europe's roads around, just
like a real Kamouh, extent that
to this day ongoing research
results show.
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Meanwhile, scattered throughout Europe, some "Offshoot"
with the label SunCar Arpege
emerged that were almost, but
not built exactly the same.
And the real Kamouh remains
in the family Hautz and is not
for sale until maybe one day

the exotic and rare Renault enrich the Renault museum in
Paris as a rarity.
The current owner, Werner
Hautz, is proud to own these
exotic Roadster.

Meanwhile, the family Kamouh
from Lebanon reported to the
owner and they would like the
Roadster for there own museum, but Werner don´t sale
the Roadster.
The history of the roadster are
quite accurate and clear documentation that the owner of the
originals give naturally not from
the hands. He owns original
color brochures and various
press reports from France,
which explain the emergence
of the Roadster and the small
factory in Clermont-Ferrand
where the SunCar was built.
Since 1985, running Kamouh's
SunCar now in Saarland and
has only the 2nd Owner because the 1st Owner of the vehicle was a pure two-seater
has become too small for its

purposes. So came the present owner in 1995 at this rarity. The construction of this
something delicate and sensitive car was although with only
30,000 km overflowed not just
in mint condition, and yet the
current owner paid for it is still
a chunk of money, but he want
to own this car necessarily.
Since March 2000, the Roadster, even with a brisk, though
over 25 years old but newly
constructed high-speed
RENAULT Alpine unit and the
associated 5-speed manual
transmission and can go almost 200 km / h.
The extensive renovation work
and the financial stakes for the
new engine have paid off, because now the car right before
his Chassis and its road hol-

ding can be driven accordingly
and of course, has continued
to grow enormously in value.
From March to October each
year, he is on many weekends
with his SunCar No. 121 with
the registration plate "NK CA
121" and the seasonal monthly
figures "03 - 10" to any of
these events in Germany and
the neighboring countries in
Europe and in the Alps on the
way.
Everywhere people like to see
him because the Vehicle now
of course in the present situation, is about 3600 hours of
work prepared the original as
possible, and then modified a
bit has a large optical attraction
already.
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The Renault specialist of the
"old school" has resisted all
Offers for his Roadster.
Too much quality of life and fun
as it would then be lost. Because since 1995 the SunCar
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Roadster is a very important
part of his life.
More informations and photos
can you find on the webite
from Werner Hautz
www.renaultclub-hollywood.de

Thanks to Werner Hautz for
the possibility of this unique
vehicle to showcase in the
Projekt-Renault Journal International !
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SunCar Kamouh International France - A Unique on the Streets of Europe

Technical Data:
Open 2-Seater Car
Seats: 2
Manufacturer:
Kamouh International
France
License RENAULT
Type and Model:
Roadster 80101
VIN: VF980101852880121
Engine:
Otto-Engine – 4-Cylinders

Top Speed:
196 km/h

Kerb Weight:
815 kg

Power:
93 hp/ 6500 U.min

Gross vehicle weight:
1040 kg

Capacity:
1394 ccm
(since early 2001 performance approx 130 hp at
7000 U.min)

Construction Period:
1972 - 1987

Dimensions in mm:
Length 4150
Width 1500
Height 1400
Photos: Werner Hautz
Text: Werner Hautz
Translation: Jan Erhartitsch
http://www.renaultclub-hollywood.de/
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1st Day Perm. after transfer
to Germany:
31.05.1985
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Megane „Red
from Belgium

98

Black Beauty“
by Sandro Maus
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Megane „Red Black Beauty“ from Belgium by Sandro Maus

It all starts with his first car, a
VW Golf II with dezent tuning,
but the car was not a really
eye-catcher and one day after
long discussions with his girlfriend Sandro say to her: „I
need a nice car for summer,
that is faster and better then
my Golf.“
In the newspaper found Sandro an interesting listing of a
Renault Megane I Phase II
Coupe.
It all sounded wonderful: Alloy
Wheels, Leather, Spoiler and
of course the 1.6 16V engine
was decisive to take an intensive look on the Megane.
He was on fire for this car, but
he have no experience in purchasing used cars and so he
makes no test drive with the
Megane - a big mistake he
found out very soon, because
the Megane has a damaged
gear.
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A Friend repaired the damaged
gear with a gear from the junkyard and Sandro learned that
"Inexpensive does not keep
getting longer." That was the
next setback. A other gear
should be fixed the problems.
But even the 2nd, more expensive gear had abandoned his
service and so he decided on a
replacement gearbox from Renault.
But even this gave up in 2011,
because of a defect inside the
transmission. Fortunately,
there was a Renault warranty
and so he got a whole new
gear.The drive shaft and shift
linkage have also been renewed.
But despite all this trouble, he
has remained true to its Mégane. Respect for perseverance, others had sold the car
back immediately.

He bought the car in original
condition and found beautiful.
But it was not long until the first
changes were made.
At first, new rims and tires, as
well as springs and dampers
fitted.Also, the rear lights and
side indicators have been replaced by chrome parts.
From inside he still got a decent radio with 3 way speaker
system in the doors and on the
rear shelf.The beginning was
done with it.
But one day on the way to cinema to look „The Fast and
the Furios“ he discovered a
Megane on the parking and
say „Is this car hot !“.
Of course, he thought about it
and discussed that he wanted
to do this too, and need more
tuning on his megane. His girlfriend was not quite as enthusiastic, but she was not averse.

When they were at home after
the show, he was set directly in
front of the computer and searched for body kits.

tone and quickly violet / yellow
was forgotten.

Of course he found so few. But
unfortunately these were not
quite as low and its budget
was unfortunately very scarce.

There were still chrome mirrors
and chrome grille on the Megane. It was still installed an
exhaust system from SK tuning. A duplex system with
2x90 inch pipes.

He searched further and became aware of the F1 body kit
from Reichard Motorsport. He
found this extraordinary!

The Megane still got a full
window tinting and then there
was the right set of rims in 17
inch with 205/40 tyres.

This body kit he ordered and
then the anticipation grew. To
the kit he ordered directly
Angel Eyes and Lexus style
rear lights.

2010, it went to the 1st Meeting, the „Kreuztage“ in Hermsdorf. There he found his glass
engraver and airbrusher. First
he let airbrush his dashboard
and engrave the windows.

First, the Mégane be painted in
purple with yellow in the actually layout, but his Varnisher
gave him a better idea. He
showed him a black and red

In 2011 followed an underbody
lighting in red, and inside were
leds, also in red, fitted. Then
the Megane got his custom

built park cloth.
There have been approached
a number of meetings, but nothing great, except the „Kreuztage“, where it then proceeded
with the airbrush (steering
wheel, glove compartment and
the entry).
In winter 2011, a professional
show-trunk extension was implemented with three amplifiers, two 12-inch woofers from
Sony and a Powercap.
The front speakers were replaced with a focal frontal system
and the parcel shelf got a pair
of 20cm, installed 3-way speaker system. The old sun visors
where replaced with new sun
visiors with integrated 7-inch
displays.
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In 2012 there were some
Technical Data:
meetings more to go and
more and more people liked Model: Renault Mégane Coupé 1 Phase 2
the Megane from Sandro.
Year: 2000
Engine: 1,6 l 16V with Sport Air Filter
At the „Kreuztage“ in 2012 he Power: 97 kW / 107 HP
went to finish the interior with Paintwork: red metallic, black metallic, silver metallic
his airbrusher (Doorboards, Rims: Cesam Most 7,5 J x 17“ ET 38
A-pillars and sun visors).
Tires: Hankook 205/40 ZR 17
Exhaust: 2 x 100 Duplex SK Tuning
Then then he got his first tro- Suspension: Front: FK Coilover Suspension Kit
phy at the „Kreuztage“ 2012
Rear: shorter damper
and the 2nd trophy on the
Body: F1 Bodykit (Front & rear bumper, side skirts), Trunk lid and
„Renaultoloog Festival 2012“.
hood cleaned-up, Mirrors in M3 look in chrome with indicators, complete window tint, glass engravings, Airbrush on the
Now we can look forward to
tank cover, Side indicators with clear glass look, Lexus style
what Sandro has come up
tail lights in chrome, Angel Eyes headlights in chrome look
over the winter.
with an „evil eye“, LED daytime running lights integrated into
the bumper, Underbody lighting with LED ribbon in red,...
We will certainly see him
Interior: Sun visors with 7 inch TFT monitors, Leather interior, cenagain on one of the numeter armrest, painted and airbrushed interior
rous meetings this year.
CarHifi: Focal frontal system with bass in the door boards and
tweeter in the dashboard, Single DIN radio with screen, 20
Contact:
inch rack with boxes of Jenson, 3 way system, Trunk: Full
maus_sandro@hotmail.com
extension with 2 x 10 inch woofer from Sony, Powercab
from Hifonics, 2 visible amplifiers from Sony with 500 watts
Photos: Sandro Maus
+ XXL with 1000 watts and 1 invisible amplifier from Pioneer
Infos: Sandro Maus
with 1000 watts, USB + 12V connector integrated in cover,
Text: Jan Erhartitsch
Trunk extension: Coated with black and red leather
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„We Want You“

Since 2007 I have been with
Projekt Renault online and
since last year also appears in
regular intervals the
Projekt-Renault Journal and
the Projekt-Renault Journal International, which because of
the volume of information
about Renault, the Renault
model range, the classic cars
from the Renault Scene for me
alone now no longer cope is to
present all of this information
neatly on the website or here
in the Journal in a timely manner, so i need the support of
you, the Renault Scene.
Specifically, this means that I
look forward to your club dues
for club presentations, as you
can of course also present
your Renault, your
Alpine or your Dacia on the
website and in the Journal, I
will need only a few high-resolution photos and informations
about your car(s).
Whoever sees his own business to write articles and submit completed articles with
high-resolution photos to me
can do that and work with me
on the next issue(s) of the
Journal.
Also, I'm still looking for Renault lovers who specializes in
a particular model, just because this Renault fans often
have information that are so
hard to get and if I ever make
information about certain models, this should of course be
right.

Also, it is impossible that I am
at every event and so of
course I am glad to see your
pictures from the various
events during the year.
The contact would be very interesting to people who have
an artistic talent for drawing to
present there work here in the
Journal and work together in
the future.
Your support streamlines me
the management and organization of information in the future and also ensures that the
users and readers find more
and more interesting content
about Renault Alpine and
Dacia.
I run all of this as a hobby, that
is I deserve nothing about all
this, therefore, a financial allowance for supporters is unfortunately impossible, but I
always make sure to specify all
sources. So if anybody submits something or work with
me together his name will be
stated, because I do not adorn
myself with borrowed plumes.
Whoever feels addressed, I
hope these are some, can contact me via email:
anfragen@projekt-renault.de
or can contact me on Facebook.
Thank you in advance !!!
Jan Erhartitsch
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